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THE NAVEL OF CALIFORNIA AND OTHER 
ORANGES: IMAGES OF CALIFORNIA 

AND THE ORANGE CRATEl 

Paul F. Starrs* 

Oranges in California have always been more than just 
fruit. For better than sixty years, from the 1870's through 
the 1940's, orange groves distilled the uniqueness of Cali
fornia into a powerful living symbol. Where the Gold 
Rush had been a rural phenomenon, ephemeral and bois
terous, orange growing was permanent, city-based, and 
demonstrably cultured. William A. Spalding and other 
boosters of nineteenth-century California offered remarks 
which proved more prophecy than hucksterism. "There is 
that about the cultivation of the orange," insisted Spald
ing in an 1885 treatise, "which attracts people."2 An un
muted admiration developed between Californians and 
orange growing, an admiration that found its fullest ex
pression in the zincography-produced, ten-by-eleven-inch, 
multi-colored orange crate labels printed in California be
tween 1877 and 1950.3 These labels were a remarkable sym
bol of widespread changes in California, changes tallied in 
this geographical biography of California orange culture. 

Somewhat grandly, recent commentators have classi
fied the analysis of people changing the land as they 

*Paul F. Starrs recently completed his Ph. D. in Geography at the 
University of California, Berkeley, where he is teaching as a lecturer. 
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2 THE CALIFORNIA GEOGRAPHER 

themselves, in turn, change as "environmental history."4 
Geographers, by contrast, have long understood that agri
culture entails direct connection to the land, usually with 
powerful ancillary psychological implications. Analyzing 
how these connections build and develop is among the 
activities essential to geographical culture history.s This 
study lays out the thoughts and aspirations of both a 
people and an era, as given life in their planted culture.6 

The subject material may seem esoteric; in fact, it de
scribes how images of California, presented to a wider 
American public, helped to bring legions of migrants to 
the Golden State. California's draw of the 1850's was gold, 
pursuit of which forged a trail of mining enthusiasts from 
San Francisco Bay to the Sierra Nevada foothills. Looking 
for a nugget was a gamble, a search for something that was 
by its nature both elusive and exclusive. Orange growing, 
as the gold boom's successor, was much more democratic.? 
The orange grove was attainable; anyone, in theory,,could 
become an orange grower. That, precisely, was part of its 
attractiveness. A society as dramatically urbanized as con
temporary California sometimes forgets that raising agri
cultural crops-especially certain crops-develops special 
connotations and prestige. Essentially Californian, "Or
ange Culture" was everything impossible back home, the 
perfect symbol of a new, a California, way of life.s It was 
nothing less than the creation of what J. B. Jackson has 
called "the landscape of desire," an attempt to re-create 
Heaven on earth. 9 

Pundits of the Megatrends generation are beginning to
day to see in California ever more of the national melting 
pot, as the state becomes more like every place else .I o 
Whether California is changing and being watered down, 
or whether the rest of the country is simply catching up, 
is irrelevant.l l  Many of the great Southern California 
symbols-Hollywood, the Southern Pacific Railroad, col
ony towns and water grabs, and acre upon acre of orange 
groves-have become relicts, supplanted by smog, free-
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ways, and a magnificent urban agglomeration. Perhaps the 
universalizing of California warrants little lament; the lo
cals are happy, and with rare departures like the rock and 
roll recollections of the Eagles' Hotel California, Southern 
California lives with an enigmatically ahistorical mem
ory.12 

Both as substa:ace and symbol, orange groves are fine 
subjects, mappable, unambiguous, and long-lived. Local 
changes in orange cultivation are a testament to SouThern 
California's urban growth and agricultural decline. A case 
in point is Riverside. The nation's richest city in per capita 
income in 1895, Riverside had 19,000 acres of oranges 
planted inside the limits of a city of 3,300 people (Figure 1) .  
Whether praised in fiction, fact, or poetry, Riverside's 
superior qualities as a city are linked historically to its agri
cultural bounty. By 1984, as the city's population climbed 

Figure 1: Orange groves and aqueducts were notable tourist attractions in 
Southern California. Harriet S. Tolman and her family visited Riverside orange 
acreages during an 1888-1889 cross-country trip. (Courtesy of the Bancroft 
Library, Pictorial Collection, 1905.6484-35.) 
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to 180,000 residents, only 265 acres of oranges survived.13 
Yet the history of oranges in California is more than the 
age-old story of agriculture giving way to cities. 

Oranges were a living and dramatic statement of the 
differences between Southern California and the rest of 
the country (Figure 2). Admittedly, oranges are long
standing products in Florida where, although big business, 
they remain only a crop.14 At once magnet, tourist attrac
tion, and moneymaker, California's groves offered what 
Richard Lillard has dubbed a "picture postcard reality"15; 
and like a postcard, orange crate la'Qels not only recorded a 
time and a place, buralso advertised Southern California's 
attributes. 

Newcomers to Southern California typically brought 
with them two immediate ambitions: picking an orange 
from a living tree, and taking the Pacific Electric Railway 
tour of the Los Angeles Basin, which wended its way 
through towns set in orange groves. Luxurious houses, 
vistas of the San Gabriel or San Jacinto ranges, and orange 
acreage divided only by distant roads, impressed a11.16 The 
major growing centers, a number of which had started 
life as health-seekers' communities or colony centers, 
included Pasadena, Anaheim, Monrovia, Glendora, San 
Dimas, Pomona, Upland, Redlands, and Riverside. Later, 
on a more modest scale, a second wave of citrus towns 
developed, many of them in the San Joaquin Valley, 
whose names like Sunkist, Garden Grove, Citrus Heights, 
Seville, Highgrove, and Valencia, displayed affection for a 
fruit grower's life. 

While orange groves had an essential charm and al
lure, orange-growing towns developed truly star quality. 
Their names were carefully promoted to household status 
by ever-present developers' promotional literature and, 
unwittingly, by the likes of Floyd Young. Remembered for 
KFI radio broadcasts as the "Frost Freeze Warning Man," 
U.S. Weather Bureau meteorologist Young nightly recited 
the low temperature forecasts for citrus communities. The 
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frost report, later picked up by comedian Jack Benny in 
one of his routines, always started with the same famous 
names, "Anaheim, Azusa, Cucamonga," before contin
uing down the list of Southland citrus· communities.1 7 
The reading was a litany of towns and temperatures, taken 
from reports of some 20,000 thermometers. Experienced 
listeners knew just when to tune in for the local forecast, 
which served to make Young's monotone as well-known 
in the Southland as the voice of Edward R. Murrow, 
Orson Welles, or Jack Benny himself. 

California offered orange towns, orange festivals, or
ange shows, orange groves, and, of course, orange fruit. 
Easterners and Middle Westerners were compelled to 
make do with eating oranges, experiencing "The Golden 
State" vicariously. Nationally, diet changed; consumption 
of oranges in the United States rose from no oranges per 
capita in 1890 to forty oranges per American in 1914. The 
essence of California was boxed and sent to the whole 
country. The details of the message were spread by a 
singular vehicle: orange crate labels. More than 2 billion 
labels went out on wooden orange crates; the number of 
different style& is variously counted as between 8,000 and 
15,000.18 

Oranges and the Selling of California 

Orange crate label themes were numerous to the point 
of being almost uncountable. All drew on California's 
unique qualities: climate, beauty, wealth, opportunity, 
glamor. There was the hard-riding, romantic, western 
cowboy, the fast-living Forty-Niner, and sumptuous ren
derings of various movie stars. Natural scenery, with a 
implied offering of California's healthfulness, adorned a 
whole suite of orange crate labels (Figure 3). Popular labels 
might portray the familiar story of Ramona, or life in 
mission-era California, or play on the attractions of tour
ism and a wild and unspoiled nature. El  Capitan, the 
Sierra Nevada, Mount Baldy, the San Jacinto Mountains, 
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Figure 3: Particularly during the first thirty years of orange exports, labels 
emphasized California's natural scenery, paralleling the turn-of-the-century 
boom in western tourism. As enthusiasm for outdoor activity built nationwide 
and the national park movement gained strength, labels like the "EI Capitan 
Brand" could draw on readily recognizable symbols of California. 

7 

lesert vistas, and literally dozens of suburban scenes were 
1 visual plea by growers for brand name recognition. 
Oranges were -sold by selling images of California; any 
purchaser could embrace a vision of California and travel 
there by diet. 

Labels sometimes promoted images of California more 
fanciful than frank, but there was always truth enough to 
spark recognition in a larger public. Under the bombast of 
publicity lay substance. In the 1934 movie It's a Gift, W. C. 
Fields sells a midwestern grocery, makes the great move 
to California, occupies a handsome, if small, orange grove, 
and after considerable high jinks, makes a fortune. The 
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great resources of Southerl'). California advertising were 
turned particularly toward the Midwest during the early 
twentieth century, and W. C. Fields' message repeated the 
theme of some of the more successful labels-"! Grow 
These Myself in California." (Figure 4.) 

Much was made of the accessibility of California's sub
urban life, with all it represented. The California bunga
low in the "Suburban Brand" label shows an orange grove 
at the doorway. "Rose Brand," with a dozen small orange
grove homes, has a cottage for every hundred trees, while 
the "California Dream" label places a pair of peacocks, tails 
fanned, before a modest-and presumably typical--Cali-

Figure 4: The Schmidt Lithograph Company of San Francisco pioneered the 
multiple·stone technique of label lithography, which produced stunningly vivid 
art. Label artists were numerous, but they early-on mastered the technique of 
effective promotion. 
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fornia castle. On the ''Nightcap Brand" label of the Ana
heim Growers' Association, a husband and wife, she in 
her nightgown, he in his robe, partake of late evening 
orange juice. For all the allure of the suburban Southern 
California home, there was also great glamor in mobility, 
rendered in the "Yorba Linda Brand" label by a handsome 
couple in an open coupe whisking through orange groves. 
For many Americans, these labels crystallized the special 
qualities of the Southland. 

The variation in labels was nearly endless. Individual 
growers often put as much energy into label design as they 
might a family coat of arms. Label artists and techniques 
changed over seventy years of label production, but the 
general themes varied less (Figure 5). California really did 
have film stars, marvellous scenery, and suburban orange 
groves to see, which only made label imagery more pow
erful. If buying an orange offered someone outside the 
state a window into an exotic reality, then the element of 
voyeurism was justified.19 

Above everything else, however, the orange crate label 
popularized a vibrant Southern California culture. Sub
urban living, outdoor life, climate and athleticism, Cali
fornia's Hispanic heritage, and the exoticism of the state 
all grappled with the larger theme of the Southland's 
vigor. Label vitality condensed some of the region's sun
loving qualities. What was Southern California if not, as 
Charles Fletcher Lummis' magazine claimed in i ts title, 
the Land of Sunshine? The massive organization estab
lished to grade and market oranges took "sun-kissed" as 
a theme, and later made "Sunkist" their highest grade of 
fruit.20 

Early boosters stretching for similes touted citrus as a 
distillation of California sunshine. Much of the clientele 
attracted by California citrus growing was nothing if not 
educated, and literate newcomers found clean parallels for 
orange growing in classical antiquity. One of Hercules' la
bors was to steal fruit from a tree in the Garden of the 
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Figure 5: Images of an attractive Southern California, complete with idyllic 
homes set in orange groves, were common themes. The "Home Brand" label 
suggests many of the orange grove's vaunted qualities. What is rarely .shown in 
labels are the connections, particularly the trolley lines of the Pacific Electric 
Railroad, that made living outside the city plausible. Although rural, orange 
grove homes were still within easy access of the greater city. 

Hesperides, killing the garden's dragon protector.21 Cali
fornia orange enthusiasts were quick to argue that the 
fruit had to have been an orange. Numerous labels took 
up the orange's supposed mythic qualities, while simul
taneously presenting California as the new Eden. 

Parallels between California and distant lands served 
as selling points. Ham Hall, the State Engineer, published 
a glowing report in 1886 on the irrigation possibilities of 
Southern California.22 It was one of two volumes, the 
companion to a similar analysis of Italy, Spain, Portugal, 
and Greece. The comparison was impossible to miss. Over 
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and above its classical qualities, California was a better 
Mediterranean, with added elements: there was "English 
spoken here," anyone could buy land, and in terms of 
everything from architecture to the open road, the sky was 
the limit. Promotion of California, over and above orange 
crate labels, was tremendous. More than ten million 
Americans saw exhibits of California oranges, grapes, and 
walnuts at World Fairs and Expositions during the early 
decades of the twentieth century. Advertising was directed 

. especially at. Midwesterners, a stunning number of whom 
voted with their feet, selling prosperous farms to move to 
the West. From 1900 to 1930, the population of Los An
geles County alone multiplied fourteen times, to 2.3 mil
lion. Upper Midwesterners were proportionately never 
less than a third of all newcomers. 23 

A grouping of orange trees approached the creation of 
sacred space; taken together, the trees were, after all, al
ways a grove and never an "orchard." The word choice is 
telling. "The groves were God's first temples," William 
Cullen Bryant claimed in A Forest Hymn; and the Oxford 
English Dictionary cites a grove as "a small wood, a group 
of trees affording shade or forming avenues or walks." A 
subsidiary definition identifies the grove as "commonly 
planted by heathen peoples in honor of.deities to serve as 
places of worship or for the recognition of images," and 
the twin meanings point to the small size of orange plots 
and the symbolic qualities of the plantings.24 The trees 
were prized, cosseted, even, in keeping with their more 
than economic importance. In the lexicon of the day, or
anges were never just oranges, they were "golden orbs," or 
"choice fruit," addressed in terms of endearment. 

Origins of Citrus in California 

Citrus trees were an integral part of early California 
mission agriculture, grown along the coastal strip and the 
interstices of the Coast Ranges. Mission San Diego de 
Alcala records growing oranges in 1769, the earliest pos-
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sible date in Alta California mission history. All but three 
of the Upper California missions had orchards, and each 
of these attempted citriculture. Missions have been too 
rarely looked at as prototype agricultural experiment sta
tions, a role they fulfilled admirably. In 1803, a major 
grove of Mediterranean Sweet Orange trees was planted 
on the grounds of Mission San Gabriel, establishing be
yond any doubt the suitability of the Los Angeles Basin for 
citrus growing.25 

Even then, though, Anglo orange growing was im
minent. William Wolfskill, a Kentucky trapper turned 
Southern Californian, established seedlings taken from 
Mission San Gabriel at Central and East Fifth in Los An
geles in 1841, quickly expanding them to forty-one acres. 
By 1862, an estimated 25,000 citrus trees were bearing fruit, 
most of them in the Los Angeles Basin. Taking a chance, 
Wolfskill shipped a rail car load of oranges to St. Louis in 
1877. Commercial orange growing in California had be
gun. 

Though hardy, eminently shippable, and tangy, mis
sion oranges never developed as an export product. Com
mercial horticulturalists went across the Atlantic for new 
varieties of the Mediterranean Sweet, but growers follow
ing Wolfskill's lead preferred two alternatives that have 
since proliferated: the navel and the valencia. Navels are 
winter-ripening inland trees that do best in the hotter 
upland climates but are tolerant of occasional frost. Va
lencias ripen in the summer, prefer a steadier climatic 
regime, and grow well in coastal fog, although from the 
first valencias and navels have been grown nearby in 
various mixtures. 

Navel oranges made widespread orange growing in 
California possible. Formally known as the Washington 
Navel, the orange has also been called the Riverside 
Navel, for i ts first California planting, or the Bahia Navel, 
after its place of origin. The navel orange is truly a New 
World variety, a mutant bud sport that developed from 

r 
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.the Selecta variety of oranges in 1810. The seedless navel 
was recognized by an American Presbyterian missionary 
interested in horticulture, who in 1870 sent twelve newly
budded trees from Brazil to the United States Department 
of Agriculture, in Washington, D.C. William Saunders, 
superintendent of the experimental gardens, described the 
oranges in departmental literature, which was sent to 
agriculturalists in California. Established in 1873, the so
called parent, or "pioneer'' navel orange, planted at Mag
nolia and Arlington in Riverside, still stands.26 

To make a long story short, the navel orange was a hit, 
with commercial production beginning in 1875 (Figure 6). 

The valencia, introduced to California in 1876 by a San 
Gabriel judge, was no less a success. By 1881, Los Angeles 
County supported a million and a half orange trees, and 
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Figure 6: Orange acreage in California rose steadily from the late nineteenth 
century until after World War II. Increases in San Joaquin Valley acreage have 
largely kept pace with the decline in Los Angeles Basin oranges. Catastrophic 
frosts in the last several years have devastated Florida's Indian River orange
growing district, so that a renewed planting of oranges in Tulare, Kern, and " 
Fresno counties is likely. 
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California was on i ts way to eclipsing Florida citrus pro
duction. Then, there was the image of California. South
ern California was just coming into its own in the 1870's. 
The 1870 Census records less than 20,000 residents for San 
Bernardino and Los Angeles counties (Riverside and 
Orange did not yet exist as separate entities). Completion 
of the transcontinental railroad to Southern California 
helped spur growth, but the attraction to the Southland 
was unfocused. Northern California drew the bulk of 
attention; but then came orange growing. For quite some 
time, increases in the human population of Southern 
California paralleled the rise in orange acreage, doubling 
by 1880, increasing threefold again to 150,000 in 1890 .. 

Orange Culture and the Orange Grower's Dream 

Groves were highly protected, sometimes by fence or 
force .27 Recognized as the prima donnas of the fruit 
grower's world, the trees were intensely sensitive to water, 
soil, microclimate, and cultivation. Land suited to orange 
growing was scenic, above the valley floors, away from 
pooled cold air, in precisely the localities that migrants 
with aspirations toward bucolic living would find allur
ing. With heavy, dark-green foliage and sweetly-scented 
blossoms that endured, orange groves were a living prom
ise of California's version of rural virtue, a new form of 
civilized, genteel, life. Or so Californians from 1880 up to 
the World War IT years claimed. Growers argued that the 
pleasures of eating oranges paled beside the pleasures of 
the trees themselves. A 1906 Sunset article by Southland 
promoter A. J. Wells dwelt on the attraction:28 

The 'climate of the orange' is a phrase that might well 
stand beside Von Humboldt's 'climate of palms,' a charm of sky 
and air which he says 'first fascinated him to travel.' Like the 
date palm, the orange wants moisture at its roots, but drought in 
the air, water to fill the veins of its root system and the heat of 
a long, cloudless summer in which to elaborate its juices and 
distill their flavor. The orange tree will do well in 1000 loca-
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tions, but you must ask the orange itself to report the worth of 
climate and soil for commercial purposes. An elect fruit, it 
chooses and rejects with an infallible judgement. You may cheat 
the orange grower, but not the orange. 

15 

Culture and symbolism aside, orange growing was an 
intimate economic part of Southern California's reality. 
The Southland offered a developer's dream, especially to 
the land-owning and freight-carrying railroads-and most 
of all, of course, to the Southern Pacific Railroad, which 
established Sunset magazine partly to spread word of the 
possibilities of the Southern Pacific's largest market. Los 
Angeles County Chamber of Commerce promotions, bill
board advertising, and aggressive campaigns in the Mid
west, testified with Sunset to California's distinctiveness. 
The Southern Pacific Railroad passenger division pro
duced a series of glass lantern slides in 1905, which gave 
visual testimony to the virtues and profits of orange 
growing (Figure 7). As word went out to "bring the folks," 
the accompanying promise, coined by a sharp mind at the 
Fruit Growers' Exchange, offered "Oranges for Health, 
California for Wealth."29 

Orange growing was the California expression of a 
bucolic fascination with the yeoman farmer, a Virgilian 
ideal picked up time and again through American life and 
made most famous by Thomas Jefferson.30 That ideal 
came fast and hard to Southern California, particularly as 
the Southern Pacific Railroad reached across the continent 
in 1881, to connect Southern California with the Midwest. 
The Southland's agricultural properties were recognized 
with increasing excitement; what had been a health fron
tier in no time was the greatest locale in 'the United States 
for mixing urban convenience with a perceived rural vir
tue. The combination made Southern California singu
larly attractive; one writer would call Los Angeles "The 
most American of all United States cities."31 No hard sells 
were needed; the people came-fourteen and some mil
lion today in the Los Angeles-San Diego area. Thev· came 
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Figure 7: For ten years following 1906, the Southern Pacific Railroad pro
duced hundreds of glass lantern slides designed to promote California. Many 
of them embraced scenes of agricultural prosperity, and fruit culture was a 
particularly favored theme. Acres of Sierra Nevada foothill orange groves in 
Tulare Country are shown here, in what was originally a hand-tinted view. 

for many reasons, often chasing images that appeared in 
boldly-colored orange crate labels. As Homer Aschmann 
has pointed out, with characteristic insight into the peculi
arities of the Southland, "the boorish provincialism of Los 
Angeles has long been contrasted with the urbane sophis
tication of San Francisco, but it was to Los Angeles that 
people chose to come."32 

No sympathy with agrarian and physiocratic principles 
is needed to recognize the strength of their presence in 
Southern California; and in Southern California agricul
ture, romance did not preclude growth. For half a century, 
Los Angeles County was more often than not the first 
county nationwide in agricultural income, with the bulk 
of that wealth attributable to oranges. Orange County 
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::>ften ranked second; and when it was not, it might be 
surpassed by Riverside or San Bernardino.33 

If today's surviving, single orange tree, prominently 
placed in the front yard, testifies to California's allure and 
the endurance of California-inspired suburban life, then 
the orange grove, extending distantly toward the horizon, 
is a symbol with deeper roots. California has been the 
greatest battleground in the country between city or sub
urban development on the one hand, and the mainte
nance of a dispersed, educated, rural agricultural society 
on the other. For a time, perhaps the last twenty years, it 
seemed that California's coastal cities had won. However, 
the jockeying of population between city and c�untryside 
continues� not just in California, but throughout the west
ern United States. A renewed American rural society is 
developing, in poorly resolved ways, and offering itself in 
revealing glimpses that are beginning to get further atten
tion from geographers as well as a few perceptive journal
ists. It is culmination to a much longer process.34 

Agrarian Idylls in the Golden State 

Promotional literature on orange growing started in 
California in the 1870's, but was a warning trickle herald
ing a flood. The first volume was a translation ot George 
Gallesio's 1811  French Treatise on the Citrus Family, and 
Gallesio was followed by dozens of books and pam
phlets.35 The titles of these documents had a common 
theme. All dwelt on "orange culture," and many took ad
vantage of dual meanings attributable to "culture." Guide
books to orange growing, these were also advertisements 
for a way of life promoted by the authors as Californian. 

Additional titles singled out specific areas; several con
centrated on the health-restoring aspects of the orange 
grower's life. In The Great Interior Fruit Belt and Sanitar
ium of Southern California, published in 1882, L. M. Holt 
described Southern California's citrus groves as a haven 
for middle-class Americans fazed by the rigors of city life.36 
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Southworth published California for Fruit Growers and 
Consumptives in 1883.37 Neither health nor financial gain 
uniformly dominated public praise of the orange grower's 
life. Admittedly, William Andrew Spalding was quick to 
describe how his health, damaged by newspaper work, was 
restored by working outdoors as a citrus grower. Spald
ing elaborated: "Call it a glamor or what you will, the fact 
remains that many who have hardly given a second 
thought to horticulture their whole lives long, seeing the 
orange tree, fall beneath its spell, and become henceforth 
its most ardent devotees."38 Here was agriculture in a new 
or at least renewed form. Somehow genteel, it affirmed 
the innate value of working the land, combined with a 
sophisticated, city-educated population. 

Rgure 8: The cornice of Hilgard Hall reads in full, "To Rescue for Human 
Society the Native Values of Rural Life," a suitable tide for what was originally 
the College of Agriculture building under the administration of "fruit culture· 
promoter and agriculturalist Edward J. WICkson. Already, at the tum of the 
century, there was sentiment afoot that california rural life was in need of 
rescuing. 
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"The native values of rural life" echoed through the 
literature of orange growing and the testimonials of con
verts (Figure -8).39 The exhortations to come and see were 
effective, for farmers, business people, and uncountable 
numbers of visitors-in the millions-arrived to look at 
the orange groves that were filling the Los Angeles Low
lands. Some did more than look. Realtors promised a 
match of investor to orange grove, and in the later years 
fraud was surprisingly absent.40 There were alternatives 
to manual labor.41  For orange grove proprietors who 
preferred a regimen of minimal work, custom orange
growing firms would maintain the trees, bring in the har
vest, and market the crop, for a management fee. 

"California," claimed C. Earle Rumsey, retired execu
tive of the National Biscuit Company, "is the only place 
where a man can have a lovely country home where 
winter consists of only a few March days, and where he 
can have interest in the house he lives in and on the 
stable his horse lives in, if he builds both in the best or
ange grove he can find."42 Then, too, there was Spalding 
as the exponent of California life:43 

In most parts of the United States the tendency of popula
tion is toward the city . . .  the farmer himself, arrived at a 
comfortable affluence, is often disposed to move into town . . . .  
In California, the movement is in the opposite direction. Peo
ple go from the city into the country. Our fruit colonies are 
filled up with retired professional and business men . . . . Some 
of them, possessed of wealth, education, and refinement, seek 
the country for the delights nowhere else to be found. 

If long-time residents are thus drawn away from the city, 
attracted by the charm of out of door life and the pleasure of 
horticulture in this semi-tropical climate, what wonder that 
many who come from the snow-bound East and North are cap
tivated and impelled in the same direction! 

"Orange culture," Spalding concludes, "must continue 
as it has begun, an industry suited to the most intelligent 
and refined people. It is better adapted to small farms than 
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large. It produces better results under the eye and hand of 
the master than when delegated to hired labor. As it re
quires both skill and industry, it gives healthful· occupa
tion to the mind as well as the body." 

First among promoters of agrarian life was Edward J. 
Wickson. A classicist, Wickson was also a firm believer in 
agriculture as a builder of a superior culture. Originally 
a New York journalist, Wickson moved to California in 
1875 and quickly assumed editorial control of the Pacific 
Rural Press. He stayed on for forty-eight years. California 
agricultural journalism, begun with the California Farmer 
(which since absorbed the Pacific Rural Press), has always 
set superlative standards. Wickson added to them, devel
oping innovations like the immensely popular advice to 
readers column. This journalism of a higher order was 
aimed at a largely middle class and literate audience, and 
perfectly suited former city dwellers who had turned to 
agricultural life in California. The Pacific Rural Press was a 
lobbyist for creation in California of a new rural society, 
much as Spalding and others had promised. 

For all his greater service to agriculture, Wickson is 
best known for his publication of The California Fruits 
and How to Grow Them, which went through nine edi
tions and sold better than 46,000 copies.44 It was no mis
take that the frontispiece illustration td Wickson's vol
ume was a Washington Navel, for orange growing stood 
at the apex of Southern California agricultural society. 
"Wickson," writes Kevin Starr, "believeq that in agricul
ture all the details, all the prudent choiCes, coalesced to 
create a landscape and a way of life that promoted civility, 
prosperity, and good order."45 Wickson's point was sim
ple: small-scale agriculture and ranching were more than 
economic pursuits. They offered as well a life of social and 
cultural significance. 

Orange-growing society was unlike modern-day South
ern California life. Take, for example, the city of Pasadena. 
Originally the ��california Colony of Indiana,11 established 
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in 1872, it developed into an orange grove town inhabited 
by prosperous, conservative, professional people. A bird's
eye view map· of Pasadena, lithographed in 1893, suggests 
the community's mature reality, with its endless expanse 
of groves with houses sea ttered hither and yon reaching 
toward Mount Wilson and Mount Lowe (Figure 9).46 Re
sort hotels, especially the prominent Huntington and the 
Green, were built in the late nineteenth century. The 
Tournament of Roses came to Pasadena in 1890; but the 
pinnacle of Pasadena social climbing was an address on 
Orange Grove A venue, the acknowledged "Millionaire's 
Row." Playground of the rich and famous, Pasadena had 
its origins in orange culture.47 Competing with Pasadena 
was San Bernardino, which hosted dozens of National 
Orange Shows, bringing visitors from throughout the 
United States to a Southern California city which could, 
with no exaggeration, claim shirt-sleeve weather in Febru
ary, with a backdrop so attractive that it still draws praise. 
The city of Orange launched great claims to fame, as did 
Anaheim and a slew of other contenders; but their tone 
would be muted. 

Agriculture to Asphalt: Grower's to Developer's Dream 

Without an entire portfolio of historic photographs, it 
is difficult to do justice to the sheer spectacle of orange
growing Southern California. The initial concentration of 
citrus growing in the Los Angeles Basin broke down by 
1890. Acreage continued to increase dramatically, peaking 
in the Southland in 1945 when Orange, Riverside, San 
Bernardino, and Los Angeles counties altogether held 
165,000 acres of orange groves. As the climatic preferences 
of the navel were discovered, oranges advanced into the 
foothill region at the base of the San Gabriel Mountains. 48 
The swelling orange census in the San Gabriel Valley 
slowed urban growth. It took decades for subdivision land 
to reach a value comparable to orange yields, and cities 
like Glendora peeked timorously out from a veil of dark-
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green orange trees and disheveled eucalyptus groves, 
planted as windbreaks and to help protect oranges from 
frost. 

What happened to orange growing in Southern Cali
fornia is perhaps predictable: a triumph of the adage that 
nothing fails like success. The favorable image of Cali
fornia promoted by orange labels, the railroad, and Sunset 
brought people in numbers too large to be denied. New
comers needed housing space, and they found it in the 
subdivision of orange groves. To the Los Angeles Basin 
was coming the city, and in the post-World War II days, 
orange groves began disappearing ever faster.49 

Los Angeles County went first, and it went hard. The 
glut of residents was hit in 1941, in a decade during which 
the population of Los Angeles County increased from 2.7 
to 4.2 million residents (Figure 1 0) .  Nor did Orange 
County lie far behind, merely a matter of six or seven 
years (Figure 1 1 ) .50 Anaheim, once the orange capital of 
Orange County, turned to new prospects: Disneyland and 
Knott's Berry Farm displaced orange groves.Sl Some trees 
carefully maintained for decades were removed outright; 
others, unwatered, were left to die on their own. 

Oranges did not disappear from California. In fact, they 
remain in the top ten agricultural products of California 
year after year. As orange culture left Orange and Los An
geles counties, and then drifted from San Bernardino and 
Riverside, it moved across the Transverse Ranges into the 
San Joaquin Valley (Figure 12). The problem with orange 
growing in the Central Valley had long been winter 
cold-catas�rophic freezes that killed sometimes eight of 
ten trees in a stand. The solution was to go up the fans 
and into the foothill country, slightly above the valley 
floor, where tule fog moderated the climate and pooling of 
cold air was less a problem. The technique was markedly 
successful; and during the last forty years, trees in the so
called "Thermal Belt" of the San Joaquin have formed 
vast acreages. 52 Technological innovation has been part of 



Figure 9: Bird's-eye views were immensely popular with growing nineteenth-century cities. This portion of the Woods and Church 
lithograph of Pasadena, drawn by B. W. Pierce in 1893, focuses on Orange Grove Avenue, with its resplendent mansions. No city, unless it 
was perhaps Riverside, so embodied the hopes and possibilities of the orange grower's world as Pasadena. (Courtesy of the Bancroft 
Library, Honeyman Collection) 
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Oranges & Population in Los Angeles County 
9 

L.A. County Population 

Figure 10: Until the mid-1940's, orange acreage and population in Los 
Angeles County rose in parallel. While pundits held after World War II that the 
Los Angeles population should drop as defense industries shrank, the reality 
was something else again. Los Angeles had made converts during the war years. 
Veterans and their families returned to the Southland, and they were more 
interested in industrial jobs than rural idylls. As land prices rose, developers 
bought and subdivided orange grove acreage. 
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the citrus industry in California from the start, so that drip 
and sprinkler irrigation are virtually the rule through the 
orange groves of Tulare, where in areas like Exeter the 
strictures of flood irrigation once confined orange groves 
to much leveler ground (Figure 13). 

Porterville is the acknowledged center of today's Cali
fornia navel orange growing, and Tulare County is the 
state's largest producer of valencias, surpassing Ventura 
County by a two to one margin. The dominance of Tulare 
County, especially along the Kings River fan, will con
tinue, with Kern and Fresno counties quickly muscling up 
to respectable status as California's major citrus growing 
centers (Figure 14). For the foreseeable future, the Valley 
will be ascendant, as growers still think of new ways to 
slice farther uphill into the annual grassland of the foot
hills. 
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Oranges & Population in Orange County 
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Figure 1 1 :  Orange County was only a matter of half a decade behind Los 
Angeles in its patterns of growth. Aside from the delay, the rise and decline in 
orange grove acreage is almost perfectly parallel . (Note scale difference in the 
two graphs.) 

Conclusion 

Was Southern California orange growing real ly an 
idyllic world of small-holder orange growers? Certainly 
not everywhere, but the concern here has been how 
images create a special reality. The importance of these 
images, while difficult to measure precisely, should never 
be underestimated. Movement to California was never 
entirely rational, as economists or sociologists might de
fine reason. Climate and legends, opportunity and hope, 
were no less real than dollars and jobs to potential Cali
fornia migrants.S3 A sense of place, which included appre
ciation for the unique and distinctive in the Southland, 
weighed heavily in the public imagination. 

Californians still believe in the agricultural dream, and 
some still claim to be able to find it. Oranges remain pop
ular crops, although their San Joaquin Valley locale is, to a 
few minds, less than idyllic. There are modern alterna
tives. Raising grapes for "boutique" wine carries much of 
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Figure 1 2: As oranges left the Southland, they moved across the Transverse 
Ranges to the Sierra Nevada foothill country of the San Joaquin Valley, in 
Kem, Tulare, and Fresno counties. It was particular1y commercial growers who 
were willing to make the move into the San Joaquin, where they joined orange 
cultivators who had been active in Tulare County since the tum of the century. 

the trappings of genteel farming; and Napa, Sonoma, and 
Mendocino counties count among their grape growers 
a hefty share of hobby farmers who are either retired or 
bent on enjoying the good life.S4 There is, however, a dif
ference between orange growing and viticulture. Grape 
growing hearkens to European origins and aristocratic 
pretensions, unlike the freewheeling "Americanness" of 
orange growing. Nothing is Old World about either or
ange crate labels or the messages impllcit in them. Viticul
ture, though, carries with it the carefully preserved cachet 
of the French chateau, peasant cultivation of the land, and 
the perpetuation of a social elite. Geographically, wine 
growing is predominantly a northern California pursuit, 
while oranges were conspicuously Southern Californian. 
Perhaps the recent boomlet in Sacramento Valley kiwi 
fruit cultivation, with its very high initial capital invest
ment, its small scale, and opportunities to raise a crop 
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Figure 1 3 :  While California's total acreage in navel and valencia oranges did 
not decline from 1 926- 1927 to 1 982, it has been redistributed. Only very small 
pockets of oranges are left in the Southland, and even these are disappearing 
where local zoning permits further subdivision. 
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Figure 14: Navelencia, a small growers· town in Tulare County, is a surviving 
example of the exurban society that orange culture's promoters hoped to make 
widespread. 
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while living in the middle of it, more nearly matches 
some of the traits dear to the orange grower. 

Ultimately, crate labels were not fictive; they played to 
a vision of California rooted in fact. Palms, movie stars, a 
Hispanic heritage, natural and human beauty, all were 
real, as was the Californian's prodigious mobility. Health, 
domestic happiness, prosperity, and respectability were as 
available in Southern California as anywhere else. The 
vistas, beaches, scenery, and history of Southern Califor
nia were different and they were alluring. Orange crate 
labels furthered a thousand images of California: glorify
ing the suburb, popularizing a new sense of the West, 
replacing the Gold miner with the orange grower, locking 
into memory the California ideal. 

Oranges and their crate labels presented a land new 
and attractive. At one level the role of the orange crate 
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label was simple, to catch the wholesaler and purchaser's 
eye, and stir name recognition-the usual purposes, in 
short, of advertising. Oranges were part of the California 
produce that changed the country's diet in the first half of 
this century. Beyond this, the orange crate label had a 
parallel effect, like Hollywood's self-aggrandizement, like 
the literature about California and its novelties, like the 
promotions of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, 
the California Fruit Growers' Exchange, and the Southern 
Pacific Railroad, all of which spilled east in a torrent from 
the Pacific Slope. By moving an image of California into 
the mundane grocery store, the fruit and its catchy label 
furthered yearning for a paradise on earth. 

The promise of orange growing would resound for de
cades. Orange crate labels, beginning to reappear today in 
postcard-size reproductions, belong aesthetically to the 
same era as Raymond Chandler's mysteries, the great 
palm-planting and California bungalow days of the South
land, the prime of studio-system Hollywood, and the hey
day of the Egyptian Revival and Streamlined Moderne 
architecture, which perfected the Art Deco of Los Angeles. 
Like much great art, orange groves and orange crate labels 
were in their way also transcendent. Orange growing 
paralleled the fastest years of growth in Southern Cali
fornia. Southland oranges were harbinger and herald; but 
timeless, oranges were not. In the last twenty years, orange 
groves have all but disappeared in the greater Los Angeles 
area. Gone as well is the Pacific Electric Railway, gone are 
weeks on end of crystalline Southern California air, and 
gone, too, is most of Hollywood's glamor. The historical 
legacy is memory. 

Yet, the sentiments produced by orange crate labels 
work at another level. Orange crate labels symbolized a 
time and a place idealized by a great many Americans; 
perhaps, like the west of the American cowboy, it was an 
era admired by the entire world. Orange growing South
ern California style, so neatly rendered onto paper in 
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those orange crate labels, captured sixty of the most re
markable years in American history, years that made rural 
life and urban life one and 'the same, seamless and 
without compromise. The orange grove was simultane
ously farmstead and suburb: partly rural, partly city, partly 
suburb. It was the perfect expression of. the "middle land
scape," at equipoise between city and wiiderness, that 
Thoma� Jefferson captured in words for generations of 
Americans. The orange grower's town was a garden city
literally-incorporating a greenbelt within the town itself. 
Orange crate labels showed a world that grew up cooper
atively or organically; rarely were all-powerful planners 
involved. 

Orange culture and the orange crate label were two 
expressions of a special time in Southern California, a 
time and a place for orange groves that even hard-boiled, 
modern-day, detective novels reflect on fondly:SS 

Like Montecito and Palos Verdes Estates, Serra Retreat 
was one of those rare places in Southern California that still 
reminded you of the dream the world once envied. It felt as 
though you were in a time warp, driving through a classic 
orange crate label to a sylvan world. 

Californians since Gold Rush days have lived in ways 
that develop symbolic importance outside of the state it
self. No other symbol, not even a highly abstracted vision 
of Hollywood, has summoned the power and weight of 
orange culture. Visions and versions of reality do, indeed, 
shape what we see and do.56 Cultural historians, folklor
ists, and cultural anthropologists are beginning to grapple 
with the complex blending of people, land, movement, 
and imagery that we call "daily life"-but no group has 
better qualifications than geographers for analyzing the 
linking of land and life. The mantle is one we might 
happily assume. 
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NOTES 

1 .  Based on a talk presented at the Annual Meeting of the Associa
tion of Pacific Coast Geographers, at Davis, California, in Sep
tember, 1987, in a special session dedicated to James J. Parsons. 

2 .  William A .  Spalding, The Orange: Its Culture i n  California 
(Riverside: Press and Horticulturist Steam Print, 1 885), p. 1 .  Few 
agricultural topics evoke such reverence as "orange culture." 
Cattle ranching is one, viticulture another, but the conspicuous 
similarity between these crops ·is a lengthy establishment pe
riod and long life span. Nowhere is the discussion so eloquent as 
in geographer J. Russell Smith's, Tree Crops: A Permanent Agri
culture (Covelo, California: Island Press, 1987 [1978, 1950, 1929]). 

3. Two handsome volumes reproduce orange crate labels, while 
offering little in the way of content or geographical analysis: 
Gordon T. McClelland and Jay T. Last, California Orange Box 
Labels (Beverly Hills: Hillcrest Press, 1985), and John Salkin 
and Laurie Gordon, Orange Crate Art: The Story of the Labels 
that Launched a Golden Era (New York: The Warner Press, 
1 976), pp. 7-17. A fine evaluation of the Southland's changing 
images, strongly based on the graphic arts, is Judith W. Elias' 
Los Angeles: Dream to Reality, 1 885-1915 (Northridge: Santa 
Susana Press, 1983). Her epigraph is Carey McWilliams' apt 
comment that "Los Angeles did not acquire an image so much as it 
projected an image which produced a city," p. v. California's 
orange crate labels profit immensely by comparison with Flor
ida's less imaginative offerings; see, for contrast, Marilyn C. 
Russell with Nancy Hardy, Classic Crates from Florida (Or
lando: The Florida Citrus Showcase [Southern Lithographing], 
1985). 

4 .  Richard White, "American Environmental History: The Devel
opment of a New Field," Pacific Historical Review, Vol. 54 (Au
gust, 1985), pp. 297-335; Donald Worster, "History as Natural 
History: An Essay in Theory and Method," Pacific Historical 
Review, Vol. 53 (January, 1984), pp. 1-19. 

5 .  The blending o f  cultural geography, history, and material cul
ture into studies of a sense of place has a promising literature. 
For examples, see Peirce Lewis, "Defining a Sense of Place," 
Southern Quarterly, Vol. 17:3-4 (Spring/Summer, 1979), pp. 24-
46, and Yi Fu Tuan's Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Per
ception, Attitudes, and Values (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
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Prentice-Hall, 1974), pp. 92-120, 192-244. The interpretation of 
material artifacts and their human producers has supporters in 
diverse ac�de�c fields. The most adept in any realm is Henry 
Glassie, whose distinctive works linking folklore, geography, 
and the history of ideas are classic. His most recent su,stained 
essay is Passing the Time in Ballymenone: Culture and History 
in an Ulster Community (Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl
vania Press, 1982). 

6. The cultural geography of Carl Sauer and the so-called ''Berk
eley School" dwells often on the changing personality of place. 
Witness Sauer's own "Status and Change in the Rural Midwest, 
a Retrospect," Selected Essays, 1963-1975, edited by Bob Calla
han (Berkeley: Turtle Island Press, 1981), pp. 78-91,  originally 
published in modified form in 1963. 

7. The comparison is by no means far-fetched. J. M. Guinn notes, in 
"From Cattle Range to Orange Grove," Historical Quarterly of 
Southern California, Vol. 8 (191 1 ), pp. 145-157, "The story of the 
orange groves of Southern California-of trees laden with the 
golden apples of the Hesperides in mid-winter-of groves white 
with bloom and the air filled with perfume in the land of sun
shine, 'when the bleak winds of March' made the dwellers in 
the Eastern communities 'tremble and shiver' -like that other 
California tale of long ago, of golden nuggets picked up in river 
beds and canons, appealed to the imagination and to the pockets 
of home-seekers." [The quotation is from p. 151.] 

8 .  No short work on California's peculiar qualities equals James J .  
Parsons,' "The Uniqueness of California," American Quarterly, 
Vol. 7 (1955), pp. 45-55. The dean of critical commentaries on 
California is Carey McWilliams, Southern California: A n  Is
land Upon the Land (Santa Barbara: Peregrine Smith, 1973 
[1946]), pp. 205-226, and California, the Great Exception (Santa 
Barbara: Peregrine Smith, 1979 [1949]), pp. 344-347. McWilliams 
is bettered on the Southland and its oranges, however, by 
Richard G .  Lillard, whose Eden in Jeopardy, Man's Prodigious 
Meddling with His Environment: The Southern California Ex
perience (New York: Knopf, 1 966) is superb, especially Part II: 
"The Time and Place for Orange Groves." California's most 
prominent social and cultural historian is Kevin Starr, whose 
Inventing the Dream: California through the Progressive Era 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1985) is at once useful, 
elegant, and perceptive. 
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9 .  J .  B. Jackson, "Human, All Too Human Geography," Landscape, 
Vol.. 2:2 (Autumn, 1952), p. 5. 

10.  The distinctiveness of California, and the watering down of that 
distinctiveness, has earned considerable peripheral comment, 
but relatively little direct confrontation. As' emblem and trend 
setter, California is clearly still influential. Consult the uncan
nily perceptive essays on California and its electoral districts in 
The Almanac of- American Politics, 1 98�, by Michael Barone and 
Grant Ujifusa (Washington, D.C.: National Journal, 1987). For a 
more abstract and analytical view from a geographer's perspec
tive, see Donald W. Meinig, "Symbolic Landscapes," in D. W. 
Meinig, editor, The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1979), pp. 164-192. The problem 
appears in a wider literature: Raymond D. Gastil, Cultural Re
gions of the United States (Seattle: University of Washington, 
1 975), pp. 289-306; Joel Garreau, The Nine Nations of North 
America (New York: Avon Books, 1981 ); Richard Louv, America 
II (New York: Penguin Books, 1983); and John Herbers, The New 
Heartland: America's Flight to the Suburbs and Beyond (New 
York: Times Books, 1986). 

1 1 .  Consult Neil Morgan, The California Syndrome (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1969), and its spiritual suc
cessors, which include "California, The Pacific Republic," 
Chapter 4 of Peter Wiley and Robert H. Gottli�b's Empires in 
the Sun: The Rise of the New American West (New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1982), pp. 77-1 1 7; Wallace Stegner's "California 

· Rising," California Magazine, Vol. 6 (October, 1981 ), pp. 187-
188; and Charles Lockwood and Christopher B. Leinberger, "Los 
Angeles C�mes of Age," The Atlantic, Vol. 261 : 1  (January, 1988), 
pp. 31-62. 

12 .  Joan Didion, Carey McWilliams, and Neil Morgan are pessi
mistic commentators on the preference of Californians for living 
in the present, an attitude that foreshortens knowledge of his
tory into, at best, nostalgia. For an academic historian who 
shares their unease, consult William Irwin Thompson, "Looking 
for History in L.A.," in Jonathan Eisen and David Fine, eds., 
Unknown California (New York: Macmillan, 1985), pp. 176-184, 
originally in The Antioch Review, Vol. 28 (Fall, 1968). The 
paradox, of course, is that state residents-particularly the 80 
percent living within an hour's drive of the coast-have a repu
tation for narcissism that elsewhere might blossom into a sense 
of history. 
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Orange acreage and population figures are from the Census of 
Population, Census of Agriculture, and California Department of 
Finance, Population Research Unit, all for various years. A good 
general secondary source on oranges and acreage is Clifford M. 
Zierer's "The Citrus Fruit Industry of the Los Angeles Basin," 
Economic Geography, Vol. 10:1 (January, 1934), pp. 53-73. 

John McPhee, Oranges (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1967). 

Lillard, Eden in Jeopardy, note 8, p. 53. 

The oral history of early impressions of Southern California is 
as stunning as it is too little documented. Even seeond generation 
Californians, growing up in the Southland in the 1960's, lay 
claim to a heritage of orange and avocado orchards, typically 
encountered while on horseback and at breakneck speed. By the 
mid-1970's, these were no more. 

David Clark and James J. Parsons, personal communication. 
Floyd Dillon Young, of the U.S. Weather Bureau, was known to 
Southlanders as the "Frost Freeze Warning Man" for better than 
twenty-five years (Obituary, Los Angeles Times, Wed., June 1 7, 
1959, Part I, 2 1 : 1 -2). Frost cautions received notice in the South
ern California Writers' Project, Los Angeles: A Guide to the City 
and Its Environs (New York: Hastings House, 1941), p. 289. Sus
pended years ago, frost warnings are again in demand; see letter 
from Alex Catania, California Farmer, Vol . 267:9 (December 12, 
1987), p. 6. 

Both McClelland and Last, Orange Box Labels, and Salkin and 
Gordon, Orange Crate Art, note 3, discuss label numbers, pro
duction, and purpose. Content analysis goes so far as putting the 
labels into different periods, but li ttle farther. 

Label symbolism and semiotics is a ripe but largely unexplored 
field. Kevin Starr makes a start in Inventing the Dream, note 8, 
pp. 162-165; but a better effort is Jill Marks' "Citrus Art: Reflec
tions of the California Dream," Empire 7:9 (September, 1982), 
pp. 78-79. 

Numerous sources examine the history of the California Fruit 
Growers Association. See, in particular, Kelsey B. Gardner and 
A. W. McKay, The California Fruit Growers Exchange (Los 
Angeles: G. Rice and Sons, 1925). A summary treatment is Vin
cent Moses' "Oranges for Health, California for Wealth: The 
Billion-Dollar Navel and the California Dream," The Cali
fornians, Vol. 3:4 (July/ August, 1985), pp. 27-37. 
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21 . The mythical matching of oranges to the classics was a favored 
pastime during the Golden Era of Los Angeles orange growing 
(see note 7). A general treatment of classical parallels appears 
in Alfred C. Andrews, "Acclimatization of Citrus Fruits in the 
Mediterranean Region," Agricultural History, Vol. 35 (January, 
1 961), pp. 35-46; typical of the developer's literature and its 
take on the classical roots of orange growing is the Southern 
"Qacific Railroad's California for Health, Pleasure and Profit: 
Why You Should Go There (San Francisco: H. S. Crocker Print, 
1893), p. 74. 

22. William Hammond Hall, Report of the State Engineer of Cali
fornia on Irrigation and the Irrigation Question (Sacramento: 
State Printing Office, 2 Vols., 1886-88). 

23.  Robert M. Fogelson, The Fragmented Metropolis: Los Angeles, 
1 850-1 930 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967), pp. 70, 
81 .  

24. J .  B.  Jackson has noted that the word "Grove," especially in 
eastern place names, often signals the site of religious revival 
meetings. In California, appending "Grove" as the second part of 
a name generally had more secular meanings (Garden Grove, 
Oak Grove, Highgrove, Hillgrove, Richgrove, Lemon Grove, 
etc.). However, see J. B. Jackson, "The Sacred Grove in America," 
The Necessity for Ruins (Amherst: University of Massachusetts, 
1980), pp. 77-89. 

25. Numerous authors have summarized the history of orange grow
ing and citrus introductions into California. The standard account 
is Herbert J. Webber and Leon D. Batchelor, The Citrus Industry 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2 
Vols., 1 946). 

26. The parent orange is a favored theme of crate labels. Riverside 
kept a formal position in the town hierarchy for the "pioneer 
tree warden"-see California Citrograph, Vol. 1 :1 (October, 
1915). The History of Citrus in the Riverside Area, edited by 
Esther Klotz, Henry Lawton, and Joan Hall (Riverside: River
side Museum Press, 1969) is standard but uncritical. Remarkably 
good on citrus and its history are early issues of Sunset, reflecting 
the strong interests of the Southern Pacific Railroad. 

27. The militant aspects of orange grove defense are unquestionable. 
Richard G. Lillard's Eden in Jeopardy, note 8, pp. 78-80, offers 
details, as does Carey McWilliams in Southern California, note 
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8, where he comments that the three transcendent images associ
ated with the citrus belt are "the church, the orange, and the No 
Trespassing sign," p. 223. Yet the individual, or suburban, orange 
was always subject to pilfering-see Homer Aschmann' s "Propri
etary Rights to Fruit Trees Growing on Residential Property," 
Man: A Monthly Record of Anthropological Science, Vol. 63:84 
(May, 1963), pp. 74-76, where he discusses youthful procurement 
of unclaimed fruit. 

28. Tulare County Board of Trade, The Orange in Tulare County 
(Visalia: Board of Trade, 1915), p. 4, attributes the quotation to 
"J. A. Wells." The author was actually Andrew Jackson Wells, 
Sunset, Vol. 1 7:4 (August, 1906), "Oranges in the Foothills," pp. 
171-174. A frequent contributor to the "Development" section of 
Sunset, Wells produced promotional text of high caliber and 
style. Equally typical is "The Orange Empire," Sunset, Vol. 24:1 
(January, 1910), pp. 105-1 12: 

If anywhere in the world one hears the call of the 
country clearly and sympathetically, it is in this de
lectable region where the farm has become the orange 
grove, and one does not need to study the seed catalogues 
to find out the difference between beets and beans, or 
read a hand book on "How To Tell the Crops from the 
Weeds." . . .  There will always be two opinions about the 
country-save in an orange grove. . . . The orange grove is 
the big ranch cut up into small farms .· . .  the orange grove 
becomes the very poetry of horticulture. ['fhe quotation 
is from p. 105.] 

29. The adage may instead be a Southern Pacific Railroad product. 
It developed during a 1907 Iowa advertising campaign jointly 
undertaken by the Fruit Growers and the Southern Pacific; 
Josephine Kingsbury Jacobs, "Sunkist Advertising," unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, University of California at Los Angeles, p. 1 .  

30. Discussion of the comparative advantages of rural and urban life 
is both timeless and nearly endless. A superb geographical treat
ment, with some acerbity, is James Vance, Jr.'s, "California and 
the Search for the Ideal," Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers, Vol. 62 (June, 1972), pp. 185-210. Placing the theme 
in a more general, American context are Henry Nash Smith, 
Virgin Land: The American West in Symbol and Myth (Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1970 [1950]); Leo Marx, Tht 
Machine in the Garden: Technology and the .Pastoral Ideal in 
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America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1 964); and geog
rapher Yi Fu Tuan, Topophilia, note 5. 

3 1 .  Hamilton Basso, i n  Holiday (January, 1950); quoted in Howard J. 
Nelson and William A. V. Clark, The Los Angeles Metropolitan 
Experience: Uniqueness, Generality, and the Goal of the Good 
Life, Association of American Geographers Comparative Metro
>olitan Analysis Project, (Cambridge: Ballinger Press, 1976), p. 

60. 

32. Homer Aschmann, "Purpose in the Southern California Land
scape," Journal of Geography, Vol. 66 (September, 1967), pp. 31 1-
331;  quoted is p. 31 1 .  The battle of wills between northern and 
Southern California is partly a test of identity. For at least 
eighty years the lower half of the State has been designated by 
capital letters, never so the north. Perhaps, Southern California 
deserves recognition as the more originally "American" part of 
California. From its writers to its architects and "grand culture," 
the San Francisco Bay Area sustains pretensions that it is a great 
city in the European sense of the term-a pretender, possibly, to 
the title shared by Paris, London, or Rome. Justly or not, Los 
Angeles has averred its stand-alone distinctiveness. 

33. McWilliams, Sou thern California, note 8, p. 213; the dates he 
cites for Los Angeles' dominance are 1890-1938. 

34. Suburbanization and Los Angeles were for a time synonymous. 
Three treatments, each dramatically different, summarize the 
process involved: David Brodsky, L.A. Freeway: An Appre
ciative Essay (Berkeley, University of California Press, 198 1 ); 
Kenneth T. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of 
the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986); 
and Robert Fogelson, The Fragmented Metropolis, note 23. 

35. Conte Giorgio Gallesio, Citrus Culture: A Treatise on the Citrus 
Family, translated from French, 181 1 (Jacksonville, Florida: The 
Florida Agriculturist, 1876). 

36. Lester M. Holt, The Great Interior Fruit Belt and Sanitarium, 
Southern California, San Bernardino Valleys and Tributaries 
Thereto (San Bernardino: Times Book and Job Print, 1885). 

37. Samuel Seaman Southworth, California for Fruit Growers and 
Consumptives (Sacramento: no publisher listed, 1883). 

38. Spalding, The Orange, note 2, p. 1 .  
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It is no coincidence that "To preserve the native values of rural 
life" appears on the frieze of Hilgard Hall (established as the 
College of Agriculture building) at the University of California 
at Berkeley. California's pioneer soil scientist Eugene Hilgard 
hired Edward J. Wickson of the Pacific Rural Press (see Starr, In
venting the Dream, note 8, and Wickson, note 44, below), as an 
instructor at Berkeley in 1879. The two men shared confidence in 
the humanizing virtue of agriculture as a pursuit, as well as a 
faith in the rationalizing power of agricultural science. Wickson 
not only became head of Agricultural Extension Services, but also 
director of all University Agricultural Experiment Stations and, 
succeeding Hilgard in 1905, Dean of the College of Agriculture. 

"California looks upon every traveller as a tourist, and to the 
very last hopes to transform him into a resident," noted C. Earle 
Rumsey, a converted tourist himself. Rumsey's comment appears 
in the job-printed pamphlet, "The Evolution of a Tourist and 
Civic Improvements," (Riverside: privately printed, circa 191 1 ); 
quoted is p. 1 .  A copy is in the Riverside Municipal Museum 
(Courtesy of Vincent Moses, Curator of History). See also note 42. 

Carey McWilliams, in Southern California, note 8, pp. 21 1-213, 
touches on the management companies and growers' associations. 

Cornelius Earle Rumsey came to California from New York in 
the late nineteenth century, retired in the Pasadena area, and 
soon became owner of ten acres of oranges, on Victoria A venue, 
whence he shipped oranges around the United States under his 
"Landscape Brand" label (see McClelland and Last, Orange Box 
Labels, note 3, p. 85). Rumsey's was another of the minor tri
umphs-by-conversion to California orange culture, according to 
Elmer Wallace Holmes, History of Riverside County with Bio
graphical Sketches (Los Angeles: Historical Records Company, 
191 2), pp. 351-353. Rumsey's comment is in "The Evolution of a 
Tourist," note 40, p. 3. 

Spalding, The Orange, note 2, pp. 1-2. 

Edward J .  Wickson, The California Fruits and How To Grow 
Them (San Francisco: Pacific Rural Press, 1889). 

Starr, Inventing the Dream, note 8, p. 137. 

The clearest of several different lithographed bird's-eye views 
of Pasadena is the B. W. Pierce rendering, No. 52-E, published 
by Wood & Church in 1893. 
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47. Federal Writers' Project, The WPA Guide to California (New 
York: Pantheon, 1984 [1939], originally published as California: 
A Guide to the Golden State, see pp. 245-249 on Pasadena). The 
G u ide also notes that by 1939 the title of richest city in per 
capita income in the United States had passed from Riverside to 
Pasadena. For a visual, and particularly photographic, evalu
ation, see Ann Scheid's Pasadena: Crown of the Valley (North
ridge: Windsor Publications, 1986). 

48. H.  F. Raup, "Piedmont Plain Agriculture in Southern Califor
nia," Yearbook of the Association of Pacific Coast Geographers, 
Vol. 6 (1940), pp. 26-31 .  See also Carey McWilliams, Southern 
California, note 8, pp. 206-208, on the phenomenon of Califor
nia's remarkable agricultural "Belts." 

49. Rodney Steiner, Los Angeles: The Centrifugal City (Dubuque, 
Iowa: Kendall/Hunt, 1981) .  

50. Geographers have approached changes in Southern California 
citrus with varying levels of perceptiveness: Paul E. Griffin and 
Ronald L. Chatham, "Population: A Challenge to California's 
Changing Citrus Industry," Economic Geography, Vol. 34 (July, 
1958), pp. 272-276; William S. Kerr, III, "Impact of Urbanization 
on Agriculture in Orange County, California," Yearbook of the 
Association of Pacific Coast Geographers, Vol. 34 (1972), pp. 161-
1 70.  

51.  The exchange of real for surreal, of orange grove to Disneyland, 
bears further evaluation. The photographic evidence is compel
ling, as .in Disneyland: The First Quarter Century (Los Angeles: 
Walt Disney Productions, 1979), photos on pp. 13, 17, and 22; or 
see even the frontspiece photo of Norman Eugene Nygaard's 
Walter Knott: Twentieth Century Pioneer (Grand Rapids, Mich
igan: Zandervaan Publishing House, 1965). Both volumes bear 
witness to the conversion process from agriculture to funhouse. 

52. Short treatments of regional variation appear in David Lantis, 
Rodney Steiner, and Arthur E. Karinen's California: Land of 
Contrast (Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt, 1981 [1 977]), under the 
appropriate regional sections. 

53. "An important part of the migration to California has been of a 
hedonistic rather than a primarily economic character and has 
been motivated more by climate and legend than by superior job 
opportunities," wrote Margaret L. Bright and Dorothy Thomas, 
in "Interstate Migration and Intervening Opportunities," Amer-
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ican Sociological Review, Vol. 6 (December, 1941 ), pp. 773-783; 
quoted iS J?� 78� . 

Wine grape growing is as old in California as orange growing; 
older, perhaps, as a commercial activity (see Starr, Inven ting 
the Dream, note 8, pp. 147-158). Starr also raises the issue of 
differences between wine and orange growing. They personify, he 
argues, the contrasts of the Europe-directed San Francisco Bay 
Area and a Southern California less �oncerned with emulation 
than recreation. 

Roger L. Simon, The Straight Man (New York: Warner Publica
tions, 1986), p. 141.  

Janice Monk and Vera Norwood, "Angles of Vision: Enhancing 
Our Perspectives of the Southwest," in Old Southwest, New 
Southwest: Essays on a Region and Its Literature, edited by Judy 
Nolte Lesnik (Tucson, Ariz.: The Tucson Public Library, 1979), pp. 
39-48; see p. 38. For a truly synoptic view, read Peirce Lewis' 
"Learning from Looking: Geographic and Other Writing about 
the American Landscape," American Quarterly, Vol. 35:3 (1983), 
pp. 242-261 . 



Original drawing by Linda Newberry, a naturalist and artist 
living in Cannon Beach, Oregon. 
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THE CALIFORNIA CONDOR: A 
HISTORY OF DECLINE 

Jerry Emory* 

But for me the heart of California lies in the condor country. 
And for me the heart of mystery, of wonder, and desire lies 
with the California Condor, that majestic and almost legend
ary figure, which still haunts the fastnesses of our lessening 
wilderness. 

William L. Dawson1 

When North America knew the scream of the saber
toothed tigers and felt the weight of giant ground sloths, 
the condor patiently watched and waited. The California 
condor (Gymnogyps californianus) may have faced in
tense competition at mastodon carcasses; it could have 
been driven off of fallen Pleistocene bison by big cats or 
fifty-pound Teratornis merriami and their twelve-foot 
wingspans.2  This, of course, we may never know. What 
we do know is that North America's megafauna did not 
survive to the present-but the condor did. 

More questions than answers remain when contem
plating the condor and its history, a fact that has fueled the 
fascination of ornithologists, wildlife biologists, laymen, 
and geographers alike. This paper is an exploration of the 
human-related factors which may have contributed to the 
condor's decline. It will demonstrate the importance of 
habitat alteration to the existence of a species-in this case 
the California condor-and the need to understand these 

•Jerry Emory is a geographer and writer living in Mill Valley, Cal. 
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processes m order to preserve the condor and countless 
other species. 

The condor was a widely dispersed species with im
pressive physical attributes. Written records stretch its 
former range from the Pacific Northwest, south along the 
coast, and into the mountainous interior of Baja Califor
nia. Fossil evidence has condors soaring throughout 
much of the southwestern United States, northern Mex
ico, Texas, and east to Florida (Figure 1).3 The condor's 
wingspan of just under ten feet is still impressive in 
today' s world; in fact, its wingspan is the largest of any 
living North American land bird. Adults weigh up to 
twenty pounds, with nesting usually taking place every 
other year. Slow to mature (the lone nestling is dependent 
on its parents for more than a year), the condor can live 
up to forty years. 

Probable Pleistocene Range, Califomia Condor 

Cartographer: Etic Grossman Source: Koford. 1966 

Figure 1. Probable Pleistocene Range, California condor. 
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In 1602, in present-day Monterey, California, the first 

known written observation of a condor was recorded by 

Antonio de la Ascencion.4 Two hundred years later, and 
roughly 600 miles to the north, the Lewis and Clark 

expedition observed and collected condors along the 
Columbia River.5 In the early 1800's, the condor's range 
shadowed the Pacific Coast between the Columbia River 
area and Baja California, with probable, yet infrequent, 

forays into Nevada and Arizona (Figure 2).6 Today, no 
condors fly in the wild. What happened? That, of course, 
is the ultimate question for those concerned with the con
dor and species extinction. 

Any number of authorities have noted that the condor 
is a "senile" species-a "Pleistocene relic" without a place 
in the modern world. Still others have argued that a 
combination of the arrival of humans and the extinction 
of large animals may have caused the condor's decline; 
but if that is true, then why now and not thousands of 
years ago.7 

The condor has generated frequent debate, particularly 
during the last thirty years. The politics surrounding the 
management and conservation of this endangered species 
is at once fascinating and depressing, fast-paced and tedi
ous.  8 The focus of this paper extends far beyond thirty 
years. It looks back on specific episodes in California his
tory from roughly 1800 to the present and considers why 
the last of this species retreated to south-central California. 
First, though, we must return to 1805 and the Columbia 
River. It is there, high above the gorge, that the written 
accounts of Lewis and Clark place condors at what would 

· prove to be the northern limit of their historic range. 
From 1800 on, sightings become less frequent and more 
southerly in their locale; successive waves of non-Indian 
explorers, naturalists, and immigrants arrived by sea and 
land at the continent's western edge as condors retreated 
to the rugged mountains of today's Los Padres National 
Forest. 
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Principle Range, California Condor, early 1800s 
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Source: 

Figure 2. Principle Range, California condor, early 1 800's. 

1966 
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It must be remembered that there are mortality factors 

we may never discover, hidden reasons for the contrac

tion of the condor's range and its eventual decline
perhaps a slow-to-mix lethal brew of climatic change, hab
itat alteration and loss, predation by humans, and hidden 
evolutionary cues. Or, as Kenneth Brower has wondered, 
''What if Gymnogyps, watching Los Angeles sprawl to
ward its last hills, has simply decided it is time to go? Per
haps feeding on ground squirrels, for a bird that once fed 
on mastodons, is too steep a fall from glory."9 

Boom and Bust?-The Hispanic Period 

Between 1769 and 1823, twenty-one Franciscan Mis
sions were established in "Alta California," stretching 
north from San Diego to Sonoma (Figure 3) .1° These out
posts of the Spanish crown and the Catholic church may 
have been strong magnets for condors, drawing them to 
the coastal plains of southern and central California. The 
primary resource of the Missions, abundant cattle, could 
have sparked this attraction. Indeed, an abundance of 
condor food in the form of cattle carcasses may have 
resulted in artificially high numbers for the species, a pos
sibility that could have contributed to a subsequent, rapid 
decline in the population. 

There are numerous estimates of cattle numbers and 
colorful descriptions of the hide and tallow industry dur
ing the Mission era. Dary writes that, "Figures from two 
sources indicate that California's twenty-one missions 
owned at least 535,000 cattle around 1830; 423,000 by 1834; 
but only 28,220 cattle by 1842. These figures suggest that 
more than 394,000 cattle were slaughtered for their hides 
and tallow."l l  Davis, offering what he believes to be a 
conservative estimate, speculates that between 1800 and 
1847, perhaps 5 million cattle hides were exported from 
California.12 

Regardless of exact figures, tens of thousands, and at 
times hundreds of thousands; of semi-feral cattle grazed 
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Principle Range, California Condor, 1 800- 1840 
and Missions 
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r3 = Mission sites 

Cartographer: Eric Grossman Sources: Donley, et a1, 1977; Koford, 1966 

Figure 3. Principle Range, California condor, 1 800-1 840 and Missions. 
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ound the Missions between 1 800 and 1840; but sheer a�mbers alone would not attract and sustain condors. 

�ather, it was the nature of the extensive grazing herds 

nd associated hide and tallow operations that could have a
rtificially rallied these carrion-eating birds. Skittish herds 

�ere dispersed over expansive areas; cattle mortality rates 

were high relative to today's standards; and there were not 

enough "vaqueros," or cowboys, to cover the Missions' 

substantial holdings and tend to ailing cattle. 
When cattle were slaughtered, an activity known as 

the "matanza" or "nuqueo," hides were removed, tallow 
collected, and occasionally prime cuts of meat were dried 
for jerky or "carne seca." The remainder-essentially the 
whole carcass-was left strewn about the slaughtering 
area. Numerous accounts describe condors, turkey vul
tures, coyotes, and grizzly bears congregating at these sites 
of easily accessible, plentiful food offered by hundreds of 
carcasses: 

It [the condor] is better known in California than elsewhere, 
where it was, previous to the civilization of that country, very 
abundant, approaching in large flocks the near vicinity of the 
Missions, where they contested with the coyote for offal and 
carcass of the cattle slaughtered for their hides and tallow.13 

The hide and tallow of thousands of tule elk were also 
seasonally collected by vaqueros during this period.l 4 
Although seldom mentioned, numerous sheep grazed 
throughout Mission lands. Estimates of California's 1 825 
sheep population exceed 1 million.15 Sheep, which have a 
higher mortality rate than cattle, no doubt were the source 
of many carcasses that added to the carrion bounty of the 
hide and tallow industry. 

Creation of these slaughtering grounds as a by-product 
of the hide and tallow trade may have temporarily al
lowed the condor population to become somewhat sta
tionary within its former range-tempering the drive 
behind their coastal peregrinations in search of food. Al
though the availability of carcasses and offal would have 
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been a condor focal point or magnet, this artificially con
centrated carrion was only an added attraction amongst a 
cross section of early nineteenth-century California wild
life. 

Just one indication of this richness in fauna was the 
millions of resident and migrating waterfowl, shorebirds, 
and landbirds that could literally darken the sky at mid
day. One visitor in 1826 observed that: 

The number of wild geese . . .  is quite extraordinary, and in
deed would hardly be credited by any one who had not seen 
them covering whole acres of ground, or rising in myriads with 
a clang that may be heard at a very considerable distance.16 

More importantly for the condor, enormous herds of tule 
elk, pronghorn antelope, and mule deer were closely 
watched by grizzly bears and mountain lions. 17  One may 
have to travel the plains of Africa for inspiration in an 
attempt to describe the scene painted by early California 
explorers. It was a landscape that offered ample food for 
condors in the form of afterbirths during the calving sea
son, and carcasses left by satiated predators, old age, and 
disease. 

It is know that California Indians used condors and 
their feathers in ceremonies and kept them as pets (Figure 
4). Most probably the Spanish and the Russians shot at the 
birds, but it is doubtful if these uses and threats removed 
significant numbers of condors from the population. In 
short, although some condors undoubtedly were killed by 
people, direct, human-caused mortality factors were not 
overwhelming. I S 

Nonetheless, the arrival of the Spanish was accom
panied by some subtle and not so subtle changes in the 
natural environment. The introduction of domesticated 
livestock, for example, would dramatically alter wildlife 
habitats and the condition of California's rangelands. A 
less obvious introduction was the arrival of exotic plants. 
What eventually fed these new animals was not the na' 
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Figure 4. California condor skirt draped on Edwin Davis, San Diego County. 
This skirt was made for him by local Indians. Photograph by Carl B. Koford, 
Fall, 1 940. Courtesy of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of 
California, Berkeley. 
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tive bunch grasses favored by the area's former grazers, 
but a hearty array of introduced grasses that hitchhiked 
north in the baggage of Spanish explorers and mission
aries, and in the hooves and stomaches of their domesti-

. cated animals. Red and ripgut brome (Bromus rubens and 
B. diandrus), foxtail barley (Hordeum leporinum), soft 
chess (Bromus mollis), and wild oats (Avena fatua and A .  
barbata)-plants that had survived for thousands of years 
with domesticated grazers in the Old World-soon dom
inated. They would forever change the character of Cali
fornia's grasslands. 

Thus, an early nineteenth-century snapshot of the con
dor's status would probably be a stable one, tempering, 
although not eliminating, the theory of species senility 
and post-Pleistocene decline. As a viable species in the 
wild the "California vulture," as the condor was some
times called, was not threatened. The bird was surrounded 
by abundant wildlife, and slaughtering grounds dotted its 
range. 

Mission Secularization and the Early American Period 

Between 1830 and 1850, the presence of large, free
roaming cattle herds and the activity on slaughtering 
grounds began to change. Mexico won independence from 
Spain in 1822, and this eventually affected the m,anage
ment of Mission lands. By 1833, the Missions and their 
sizeable landholdings were expropriated by the Mexican 
government and local elites in California. Over the next 
ten years, prime cattle and agricultural land was parcelled 
out to private ranchers. As a consequence of this turnover 
in ownership and use, the hide and tallow trade dropped 
off. A parallel decline also occurred in the region's sheep 
population.l9 The result was that the condor bounty of the 
"matanzas" soon became a phenomenon of the past, pos
sibly marking the beginning of the bird's decline. 

In 1846, political control of California was transferred 
from Mexico to the United States; and in 1848, the dis-
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covery of gold drew thousands of fortune seekers to Cali
fornia. Between 1849 and 1857, it is estimated that over 
380,000 people converged on the Golden State by ship 
alone . 20 This marked the beginning of the decline for 
many California wildlife species which, virtually over
night, became the objects of intense interest. In response 
to lack of refrigeration and skyrocketing demand for fresh 
meat in San Francisco and the gold-mining regions of the 
Sierra foothills, market hunters waged an all-out war 
against virtually every animal that could be cooked and 
eaten: 

Unregulated by law, encouraged by a doctrine of profit maxi
mization, and undertaken by a people hellbent on a one-time, 
hit-and-run harvest of a region's resources, the early Gold Rush 
game trade resulted in the rapid demise of the big game popu
lations of lowland California and provided the impetus for 
three decades of persistent commercial slaughter of upland big 
game, and for an expanded wildfowl trade that continued to 
deplete populations of feathered game into the present cen
tury.21 

Statehood came in 1850, and with it further change in 
the condor's environment and food supply.22 It is believed 
that the Spanish and Mexicans, although avid hunters 
and sportsmen, were relatively conservative with their 
shot and gunpowder, both expensive commodities of the 
time. The "reata," or lasso, was just as often their equip
ment of choice for pursuing game. New immigrants to 
California-a vibrant mix of Americans, French, English, 
Latin Americans, Chinese, and numerous other nationali
ties-brought with them a variety of firearms and the 
ability to produce both shot and gunpowder .23 These 
developments, combined with the limitless demand for 
any type of edible game, posed a double-edged threat to 
condors from trigger happy Californians. In addition to 
being increasingly shot at, the availability of the condor's 
natural source of food-wildlife carcasses-radically de
creased due to large-scale hunting of big game and their 
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predators by humans. By 1860, William Brewer's note on 
California wildlife is stark commentary on the swiftness 
and thoroughness of the market hunters: 

Game was once very abundant-bear in the hills, and deer, 
antelope, and elk like cattle, in herds. Russell said he had 
known a party of thirty or forty to lasso twenty-eight elk on one 
Sunday. All are now exterminated, but we find their horns by 
the hundreds.24 

After 1850, the cattle and sheep population slowly in
creased throughout the condor's range, but under a much 
different ranching system. Mortality rates of these animals 
were lower on the new ranches compared to the semi
feral cattle of the Mission days. More importantly, cattle 
and sheep fetched truly incredible prices when driven to 
the bustling restaurants and markets of San Francisco, 
Sonora, Placerville, and Grass Valley. Further, though 
large ranches in southern California continued after the 
Mission era in the spirit of the former "ranchos," there 
was nothing equivalent to the "matanzas" of old. Re
peated droughts in the 1860's and 1870's discouraged cattle 
ranching and favored more drought tolerant sheep. By 
1 876, California was home to more than six million 
sheep.25 Carcasses still offered some food for condors. 

Habitat alteration continued, though, as towns began 
to grow on all sides of the condor's dwindling range: San 
Diego, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Jose, and San Fran
cisco were officially incorporated in 1850; San Luis Obispo 
in 1856; Visalia in 1874; Fresno in 1885; Paso Robles and 
Monterey in 1889; and Bakersfield in 1898. After a pre
cipitous drop, s table populations of mostly Spanish and 
Mexican heritage-Californianos-too� root around the 
locales of the old Missions; and still other towns sprang 
up along the coast and on the southeastern flanks of the 
Temblor Range. San Francisco's population skyrocketed 
after the Gold Rush, from 1 ,000 in 1848 to 35,000 just two 
years later.26 Development of the central and eastern San 
Joaquin Valley started slowly; and even though its affect 
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on the condor is unknown, it would eventually result in a 
patchwork of cultivated fields where grasslands, marshes, 
and wildlife had prospered-land across which condors 
once flew. 27 

Brewer, who passed through Los Angeles in 1860, de
scribed it as a "regular old Spanish-Mexican town" with a 
population of roughly 4,000-an image hard to believe for 
those familiar with today's megalopolis .28 To the north, 
San Francisco's population had swollen to 150,000 by 1870, 
a year after the completion of the transcontinental rail
road, while the population of the state as whole was esti
mated at 600,000.29 

Another important factor in the condor's decline was 
scientific collection of the species. From 1800 on, over 200 
condors were either killed or taken from the wild, with at 
least an additional seventy-one eggs removed from con
dor nests (Figures 5 and 6) .30 Generously assuming a po
tential of fifty young from those seventy-one eggs, the 
total comes to roughly 250 condors. As/Wilbur pointed 
out, "at least 1 1 1  birds and 49 eggs were taken between 
1881 and 1910 alone, and in a single two year period (1897 
and 1899) at least 20 condors and 7 eggs were secured."31 

Burgeoning natural history museums throughout the 
United States and Europe coveted the highly-prized con
dor skins, skeletons, and eggs . Adding to this was the 
Oology, or egg collecting and studying phenomenon at the 
turn of the century. Private collectors would pay $250 for a 
legitimate condor egg. Such was the interest in bird eggs 
that a magazine dedicated solely to their sale and study, 
The Oologist, was printed from 1884 to 1941 . The fact that 
such a large number of condors were directly and indi
rectly removed takes on added significance when one 
realizes that, while not precisely known, the total popu
lation of condors at any given moment in the late nine
teenth century was usually estimated to consist of only a 
few hundred birds .32 By the close of the century, the 
condor was becoming concentrated in the mountainous 



Figure 5. Man and California condor, circa 1906. Courtesy of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, 
Berl<.eley. Photo by William Finley. 
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Figure 6. Children and pet California condor, circa 1 9 10. Courtesy of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of 
California, Berkeley. Photo by William Finley. 
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regions of the present-day counties of Kern, San Luis 
Obispo, Santa Barbara, Ventura, and Los Angeles. By the 
early 1900's, gas and oil fields combined with small-scale 
lumbering activities to further the human presence in 
condor country.33 

The Modem American Period 

During the 1940's, the late Dr. Karl Koford of the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley's Museum of Vertebrate 
Zoology, conducting the first scientific study of the species, 
estimated only sixty condors remained within the horse
shoe-shaped range formed by the southern Sierra Nevada, 
the Tehachapi Mountains, and the southern Coast Ranges 
(Figure 7) .34 Many editorials and stories of the day felt that 
the final blow already had been dealt, that the condor was 
all but extinct. Over the next thirty years, portions of the 
condor's territory were sprayed with DDT to kill beet leaf
hoppers and other insect pests, and 1080 was widely used 
to eradicate ground squirrels and other varmints.35 Al
though no direct cause and effect was ever established, 
condors have been seen eating contaminated ground 
squirrels and kangaroo rats for decades; and consumption 
of such poisons at any level might have had a cumulative 
effect on the birds.36 

In addition to persistent alterations of condor habitat, 
more recent causes of documented deaths range from 
shootings to lead and strychnine poisoning. Wildlife pop
ulations useful to condors are mere shadows of former 
herds 150 years ago, and cow-calf operations in the ves
tiges of condor territory are under continuous pressure to 
move aside for housing. The remaining condors-a total 
of twenty-eight in 1988-are held in captive breeding pro
grams at the Los Angeles and San Diego zoos. One of 
the major goals of the multimillion dollar condor recov· 
ery plan is to return, eventually, some individuals to the 
open skies. Before that day arrives, however, up to twentY 
female Andean condors (Vultur gryphus) will be released, 
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Figure 7. Principle Range, California condor, 1 935-1 950. 
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starting this winter, into the former range of California 
condors. By introducing these surrogate species over the 
next several years, the Condor Research Center of the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service hopes to gain 
insight into, and help prevent, mortality factors which 
would affect future releases of native condors. 

Conclusions and Final Remarks 

By many measures, that "senile Pleistocene relic" of a 
bird was actually a vibrant Pleistocene survivor, at least 
until humans arrived in North America. If not for people, 
the condor would no doubt be enjoying a large population 
to this day-it is a historical scenario applicable to many 
of our endangered animal species. Initial, human-caused 
condor mortality came in the form of Indian ceremonies 
and practices. The occasional killing of condors by the 
Spanish and Mexicans was more than likely offset by the 
sustained boost to the population with the creation of 
slaughtering grounds for the hide and tallow trade. The 
precipitous drop in livestock numbers during the 1840's, 
followed by aggressive hunting of California's wildlife 
throughout the Gold Rush years, set the stage for a long
term decline in condor numbers. 

A turn-of-the-century collecting frenzy removed a pos
sible 250 birds from the wild, leaving the diminished 
population of condors in this century to face not only 
intense habitat alteration, but also random shootings, 
poisoning due to pesticide use, and other predictable dis
ruptions caused by a swelling human population. In 1988, 
as Ca]ifornia' s human population nears 28 million peo
ple, the remaining condors bide their time, sequestered in 
well-protected zoos. 

There is no doubt that we can live ·without the Cali
fornia condor; but, can we survive without the symbolism 
and wildness it embodies? What does the condor's near 
extinction say about our responsibilities to the land and 
other species? In place-in the wild-the condor stood for 
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and li terally protected wilderness in California. Just as 
with the grizzly bear, wolf, cougar, elk, and bald eagle, 
animals whiCh Still survive throughout the west in re
stricted numbers, the condor has become a symbol-a 
symbol of wilderness and an international representative 
for countless species on the verge of extinction. 

Studying the demise of the condor and other species 
can serve not only as a vehicle for piecing together his
torical changes in our natural environment; but also pro
vide a lesson in understanding how people perceived and 
treated the land and its resources . Contemporary envi
ronmental problems and species extinctions cannot be. 
properly and comprehensively analyzed without paying 
attention to historical factors. The radical transformations 
in California's biotic and rural landscape of the past 200 
years are fascinating, sobering, at times alarming, and rich 
in opportunities for geographic study. Although condors 
no longer soar in California skies, these types of studies 
are nonetheless crucial, for the future of condors, count
less other species and their habitats, and ultimately for 
human beings. 

Geographic Opportunities 

How might geographers from various backgrounds 
have helped in evaluating changes in California's biotic 
landscape, its rural economy, and the demise of the con
dor? This question challenged professor Hartmut Walter 
and myself when we first met in the early 1980's .  In 1982, 
with the help of Professor James Parsons, we convened 
the First California Condor Environment Roundtable in 
San Luis Obispo. There were an estimated twenty-three 
condors left in the wild at the time of our meeting. Many 
geographers familiar with different aspects of California's 
human and natural history were present: James Parsons, 
Homer Aschmann, William Bowen, William Pres ton, 
Randall Rossi, and several graduate students. 
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In the proceedings of the roundtable Hartmut Walter 
highlighted areas open for geographical research and sum
marized why the seminar was organized:37 

1 .  Many questions and problems of condor survival have been 
present for over forty years; yet, some of them have never 
been researched in a serious way. 

2 .  Can we as  geographers detect some interesting questions for 
our own research, and do we possess any kind of knowledge 
or expertise to contribute in a meaningful way to condor 
management and survival? 

3 .  Condor data. There are many qualitative statements about 
condor history; for instance, the transformation of condor 
habitat. How did this actually happen? When, where, 
and at what scale did the land within the former condor 
range change? How much of the habitat has been lost? 

4. What about the intensity and frequency of forest and 
chaparral fires in California? Have they changed over the 
past 300 years? If so, has it made it easier or more difficult 
for condors to locate food sources in the foothills regions? Do 
they even need these wooded habitats in terms of access to 
prey? 

To paraphrase Hartmut Walter, these and other questions 
all await answers, answers which geographers studying 
California might provide. 

NOTES 

1 .  William L .  Dawson, Birds of California (San Diego: South 
Moulton Co., 1923), p. 1720. 

2 .  The Pleistocene predecessor o f  today's California condor was a 
slightly larger bird, Gymnogyps amplus. For a discussion about 
the difference between these two species, their fossil record, and 
evolution see: Carl B .  Koford, The California Condor (New 
York: Dover, 1966), pp. 2-8. 

3.  Koford, op. cit., note 2, pp. 7-8. 

4 .  ''There are some other birds o f  the shape of  turkeys, the largest I 
saw on this voyage. From the point of one wing to that of the 
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other it was found to measure seventeen spans." Antonio de la 
Ascencion, "Father Antonio de la Ascension's Account of the 
Voyage of Sebastian Vizcaino," California Historical Society 
Quarterly, Vol. 7:4 ( 1 928), p. 361 .  A span being eight inches, the 
bird in question was reported to have a wingspan of over eleven 
feet. The largest condor wingspan recorded by Koford-in what 
is sti l l  the defini t ive work on condors-was nine feet, seven 
i nches. Koford, op. cit., p. 3. Discrepancies aside, Ascencion's 
bird i s  most l ikely a condor. The bald eagle, the next largest 
North American land bird, has a maximum wingspan of seven 
feet, five inches, or just over eleven spans. 

5 .  "The buzzard is, we believe, the largest bird o f  North America. 
One which was taken by our hunters . . .  was twenty-five pounds. 
Between the extremity of i ts wings the bird measured nine feet 
and two inches . . .  This bird was not seen by any of the party 
until we descended Columbia River, below the great falls, and 
he is believed to be of the vul ture genus . . .  " Meriwether Lewis, 
History of the Expedition under the command of Captains Lewis 
and Clark to the Sources of the Missouri thense across the Rocky 
Mou ntains and down the River Columbia to the Pacific Ocean 
Performed during the years 1 804-5-6, by order of the government 
of the Uni ted Sta tes, prepared for press by Paul Allen (Phila
delphia: Bradford & Inskeep, 1 8 1 4 ), Vol. 2, pp. 1 83-1 84. 

6. References to the condor's former range and sightings emanate 
mostly from Koford, op. cit . ,  note 2, pp. 7-1 9 .  See also :  Carl B .  
Koford, "1 979," in David Phil l ips and Hugh Nash, eds., The 
Condor Question (San Francisco: Friends of the Earth, 1 981 ), pp. 
79-84; and Ha rry Harris, "The Annals of Gymnogyps to 1 900," 

The Condor, Vol . 43:1  ( 1 94 1 ), pp. 3-55. 

7. For examples of this debate see: J. G.  Cooper, "A Doomed Bird," 
Zoe, Vol. 1 :8 ( 1 890), pp. 248-249; L. H. Miller, "Succession in the 
Chathartine Dynasty," The Condor, Vol . 44:5 ( 1 942), pp. 2 1 2-

2 1 3; Koford, op. cit., note 6, p. 80; Lloyd Kiff, "An Historical Per
spective on the Condor," Outdoor California, Vol. 44:5 ( 1 983), 

P?· S-6, and 34-37. 

8 .  For different views on  condor management and captive breeding 
see: D.  Phi llips and H. Nash, op. cit., note 6; and Outdoor Cali
fornia, op. cit., note 7. For a recent discussion of the condor in the 
context of i ts physical and human environment see: David Dar
l ington, In Condor Country (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1 987). 
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9.  Kenneth Brower, ''Night of the Condor," in Phillips and Nash, 
op. cit., note 6, p. 35. 

1 0. H. H.  Bancroft, California Pastoral, 1 768- 1 848, Bancroft's 
Works, Vol. XXXIV (San Francisco: The History Company, Pub
lishers, 1888), p. 339; A. Duhaut-Cilly, "Duhaut-Olly's Account 
of California in the Years 1827-1828," California Historical 
Society Quarterly, Vol. 8:4 (1929), p. 309; and Michael W. Don
ley, et al, Atlas of California (Culver City: Pacific Book Center, 
1979), p. 10. 

1 1 .  David Dary, Cowboy Culture (New York: Avon Books, 1981), p. 
53. Dary utilized the following references: Clarence W. Gordon, 
"Report on Cattle, Sheep, and Swine, Supplementary to Enumer
ation of Livestock in 1880," Report on the Productions of Agri
culture. Tenth Census, Vol. III (Washington, D.C.: Department of 
Interior, 1883); Eugene Duflot de Mofras, Exploration du terri
toire de l 'Oregon, des Californies et de la mer Vermeille, 1 840, 
1 841  et 1842 (Paris: Libraire de la Societe de Geographie, 1 844); 
and William H. Davis, Seventy-five Years in California (San 
Francisco: John Howell Books, 1967). These comprise a few of the 
numerous diaries and government reports from Spain, Mexico, 
and the State of California, available at the Bancroft Library, 
which discuss numbers and economics of the early California 
cattle industry. 

12 .  "I  have taken the years 1800 to 1847, and I find the arrival of 
600 vessels of all sizes and nationalities [to California] . In my 
conjecture I take 200 of them, which is certainly a liberal de
duction, and allow to each 1 ,000 hides exported yearly. This 
will give a total of 9,400,000 hides for 200 vessels for forty-seven 
years . . .  I think it perfectly accurate to estimate the exporta
tion of hides and tallow for forty-seven years at 5,000,000 hides 
and 10,000,000 arobas of tallow, a deduction of nearly one-half 
from the first calculation . . .  " Davis, op. cit., note 1 1 ,  p. 281 .  

13 .  Andrew Jackson Grayson (1818-1869), "Cathartes Californianus 
(Shaw), The California Vulture" (Unpublished manuscript: 
courtesy of the Bancroft Library). For historical information on 
grizzly bears see: Tracy Storer and Lloyd Teves, The California 
Grizzly (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1955) . The 
following quotations convey a sense of the enormous scale of the 
hide and tallow industry from 1830-1840: "From May to July 
5,700 cattle were killed, leaving 2,850 hides for the mission, the 
rest belonging to the 'porcioneros' . . . 2,000 cattle were killed in a 
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single day at one mission, the meat and fat being left in the 
fields . . . Pio Pico . . .  says he had a contract at S. Gabriel [Mis
sion] ,  employing 10 vaqueros and 30 Indians, and killing over 
5,000 cattle . . . Estudillo . . .  tells us that after a time nothing 
but the hides were saved. Some 20,000 head were killed at the 
S. Jacinto ranch of S. Luis Rey." All quotes are from H. H. 
Bancroft, Bancroft's His tory of California, Vol . III, 1825-1 840, 
Bancroft's Works, Vol . XX (San Francisco: A. L. Bancroft Com
pany, Publishers, 1885), p. 349, footnote 1 2. 

"The California [vessel ] had been twenty months on the coast, 
and the Lagoda, a smaller ship, carrying only thirty-one or 
thirty-two thousand [cattle hides], had been two years getting 
her cargo; and we were to collect a cargo of forty thousand beside 
our own, which would be twelve or fifteen thousand; and hides 
were said to be growing scarcer." Richard Henry Dana, Two 
Years Before the Mast (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1840), p. 
1 13.  

"In 1840 the mission of San Jose ordered the slaughter of about 
two thousand bulls, simply for the hides, not taking any meat 
from them. The vaqueros rode into the fields and lassoed and 
killed them on the spot, taking off the hides and little tallow 
and leaving the carcasses there untouched." Davis, op. cit., note 
11 ,  p. 32. 

"When an hacienda wished to nuquear or slaughter his cattle, 
he sent six men on horseback, who rode at full speed over the 
fields, armed with knives. Passing near an animal, one gave it a 
blow with the knife in the nerve of the nape of the neck, and it 
fell dead. The nuqueadores passed on, and were followed as by a 
flock of hungry vultures, by dozens of peladores, who took off the 
hides . . . A field after the nuqueo looked like Waterloo after 
the charge of the old guard . . . When the year was bad and 
pastures meagre the padres ordered a desviejar, that is, the 
killing off of old stock . . . The hides were taken off, and the 
flesh, left for the beasts or the birds, or for the Indians." H. H. 
Bancroft, California Pastoral, 1 768-1848, Bancroft's Works, Vol. 
XXXIV (San Francisco: The History Company, Publishers, 1888), 
pp. 340-341 . 

14 .  "In the months of May and June the Spaniards resort to this 
plain with their lassos, and take as many of these animals as 
they can ensnare, for the sake of their fat, of which they will 
sometimes procure between four and five arobas from one ani-
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mal." Frederick W. Beechey, An Account of a Visit to California 
in 1826-27 (San Francisco: Grabhom Press, 1941 ), pp. 65-66. 

15 .  Robert F .  Mil ler, Sheep Production in California (Sacramento: 
Cal i fornia  Agricul tural Extension Service, 1930), Circular 49, p. 
5.  

16. Beechey, op. cit., note 14, p. 36. 

17. There are many references to Cal i fornia's abundant wildl i fe 
during the first half of the nineteenth century. For two excellent 
works which contain good information and extensive bibliogra
phies see: Scott W. Stine, "Hunting and the Faunal Landscape
Subsistence and Commercial Venery in Early Cal i fornia" (Un
published Master's thesis: Department of Geography, Univer
sity of Cal i fornia, Berkeley, 1980); Raymond F. Dasman, The 
Destruction of California (New York: Macmillan, 1965). 

18 . For information regarding the Cal i fornia Indians and their use 
of the condor see: A. L. Kroeber, Handbook of the California 
Indians (Washington, D.C. : Smithsonian Insti tution, Bureau of 
A merican Ethnolgy, Bulletin 78, 1925), pp. xvii i ,  608, 642, and 
676; see also Sanford R. Wilbur, "The Condor and the Native 
A mericans," Outdoor California, Vol. 44:5 (1983), pp. 7-8. For a 
more general discussion of Indians, condors, and other early 
n ineteenth-century use and abuse of the birds see: Koford, op. 
cit ., note 2, p. 134 . .  

1 9 . M iller, op. cit., note 7, p. 6. 

20. Ralph Brown, Historical Geography of the United S ta tes (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1948), p. 505. 

21 .  Stine, op. cit., note 17, pp. 3-4. 

22. Around 1850, some wri t ten accounts of naturalists and govern
ment employees referred to the condor's waning numbers and 
scarcity compared to earlier days. Typical is that of Hughes: "In 
the Tulares [near Mission San Gabriel ] there are the eagle, the 
turkey buzzard, the falcon . . .  and the condor. Though most of 
these are seen in other portions of the province, yet the condor is 
said to be rarely observed beyond the l imites of the teeming 
valley . . .  " John T. Hughes, California: Its History, Popula tion, 
Clima te, Soil, Productions, and Harbors from Sir George Simp
son's "Overland Journey Round the World " (Cincinnat i :  J. A.  & 
U. P. James, 1850). 
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THE CHANGING LOCATION OF CALIFORNIA 
ALMOND PRODUCTION 

Robert H. Aron * 

During the last hundred years, dramatic changes have 
occurred in both the location and production of almonds 
within the United States. These changes were prompted 
by (1)  enhanced knowledge of the areas where almonds 
can be successfully produced, (2) al tered market condi
tions, (3) improved cultivation techniques, and (4) com
peting uses of the land. 

Historically, almond production has been attempted in 
many places throughout the United States, including Ore
gon, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico. Due to their cli
matic requirements, however, more than 99 percent of 
almonds now produced in the United States are grown 
in California. Within California, itself, there have been 
major shifts in the location of the almond industry, as 
areas more suitable for production have been identified 
and as almond growing techniques have changed. These 
shifts can be described in their historical sequence. 

Pre-1900-Early Development and Experimentation 

The initial attempts to grow almonds in the United 
States were made in New England and the Middle Atlan
tic States about 1840. The earliest record of almond plant-

*Dr. Aron is Professor of Geography at Central Michigan Univer
sity, Mount Pleasant, Michigan. 
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ing in California took place at Mission Santa Barbara 
around 1800, at a time when the area was still part of New 
Spain. These first plantings were abandoned, however, 
due to unsatisfactory local conditions.1 During the 1840's 
and 1850' s, there were several additional experimental 
introductions of almonds into California. Early opinion 
held that almonds grew best in the strip of coast near the 
sea between San Diego and Santa Barbara. In the late 
1860's and throughout the 1870's, almond planting con
tinued to spread in California. 2 Thus, by 1890, almonds 
had been planted, at least experimentally, in no less than 
forty-nine California' s fifty-six counties. 

At this time the most densely settled part of California 
was the San Francisco Bay Area. This circumstance, cou
pled with reports of good returns from almonds in both 
the Bay Area and Santa Clara Valley, probably accounts for 
the early concentration of acreage in this region (Figure 1) . 
In the Santa Clara Valley, it was felt that in those locali ties 
where almonds could be grown, there was no crop more 
profitable.3 

Even so, during the late 1880's and on into the 1890's, 
there were many years when returns from growing al
monds were disappointing. There was much trial and 
error, with barren almond trees often being grafted into 
prunes or made into firewood. Gradually, it was deter
mined that in order to secure regularity and abundance in 
fruiting, sites for almonds orchards had to be picked with 
utmost care.4 

Changes in location of almond acreage from 1890 to 
1900 (Figure 1 and Figures 3-10) resulted primarily frorn 
the search for favorable climatic and soil conditions. 
Much of the shift in acreage occurred within individual 
counties and is, therefore, not apparent. Statistics frorn 
1890-1900 indicate that almond acreage expanded rapidly 
in Southern California, while the Santa Clara Valley con
tinued its decline from its earlier pre-eminence, and the 
Sacramento Valley was proving to be an area where con-
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sistently good returns could be expected. During this de
cade, many experimental plantings were undertaken in 
areas only marginally suited for almond production, and 
through these speculative plantings the effective, physical 
limits for almond production were gradually determined. 
The delineation of physical boundaries for almond pro
duction was not completed by 1900, and continues to a 
lesser degree even today. Aside from the physical factors 
affecting almond production, lack of knowledge about 
which varieties grew best, as well as about proper cultiva
tion practices, led to crop failures and abandonment of 
many orchards. 
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Figure 4. Percentage of Total Bearing Almond Acreage-Region 1 
(Alameda, Contra Costa, Santa Clara, Marin, San Benito, Napa, and San Mateo Counties) 

During this early period, many varieties of almonds 
were introduced from Europe, while others were devel
oped in California; and there were many widely conflict
ing claims as to which varieties were superior. As might 
be expected, misinformation resulted in errors. Some or
chard plan.tings consisted of either one variety or several 
varieties that were partially or completely sterile, while 
yet other orchards were set with varieties whose blooming 
periods did not coincide, resulting in· li ttle or no cross
fertilization.s Another aspect of almond production which 
was not fully appreciated was the importance of air and 
water drainage. Heavy losses from frosts and crown rot 
eventually resulted in general avoidance of terrain and 
soils with poor drainage. 
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1900-1920-0rganization for Market and Price Control 
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The two decades from 1 900 to 1 920 were marked by a 
very rapid increase in almond acreage (Figure 1 1 )  and 
production (Figure 1 2) .  The Sacramento and northern Sa,:1 
Joaquin Valleys were the only areas with significant in
creases in acreage (Figures 4- 1 0). The remainder of the 
state, particularly the Santa Clara Valley and San Francisco 
Bay Area, decreased in importance. The early years of this 
period were marked by price ins tabili ty. To assist in mar
keting and to obtain higher, more sui table prices, almond 
growers banded together and formed numerous grower 
organizations. In 1 9 1 0, nine of these grower organiza
tions combined to form the California Almond Growers 
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Figure 6. Percentage of Total Bearing Almond Acreage-Region 3 
(Ventura, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Santa Barbara, San Diego, 

Riverside, and Orange Counties) 

Exchange. After many early trials, this organization ex
panded to become the leader in the marketing of almonds. 
In 1 9 1 3  the introduction of a tariff provided Amer ican 
almond growers with some protection from foreign price 
fluctuations and competi tion. This, together with the 
grower organizations, resulted in more stable and higher 
prices during the latter part of this period. By 1 920, nearly 
70 percent of all bearing almond acreage was concentrated 

in the Sacramento Valley, particularly around Chico and 

the northern part of the San Joaquin Valley. 

1920-1930-The Era of Land Speculation 

During the period from 1 920 to 1 930, bearing almo�d 

acreage more than doubled. This increase was, at least Jfl 
part, due to more stable prices and reasonable returns . The 
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Figure 8 .  Percentage of Total Bearing Almond Acreage-Region 5 

(Yolo, Colusa, Glenn, Tehama, Butte, Sacramento, Yuba, and Sutter Counties) 
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Figure 9. Percentage of Total Bearing Almond Acreage-Region 6 
(San Joaquin, Merced, and Stanislaus Counties) 
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Figure 1 0 . Percentage of Total Bearing Almond Acreage-Region 7 
(Kern, Kings, Tulare, Fresno, and Madera Counties) 
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primary areas of increased acreage were the Sacramento 
Valley, the northern part of the San Joaquin Valley, and 
the Paso Robles area. In the Sacramento and the northern 
San Joaquin Valleys bearing almond acreage increased by 
60 and 95 percent respectively. However, because of the 
almost 950 percent increase in bearing acreage in the Paso 
Robles area, the other areas experienced negative relative 
changes (Figures 4-10).  The Paso Robles area had proven 
to be an area where satisfactory yields, using then current 
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Figure 1 2. Five-Year Running Average of Production 
(In thousands of in-shell tons) 

techniqes, could be obtained. Although this was certainly a 
prerequisite and contributing factor for the increase, it was 
not the primary factor. The primary reason was a land 
development plan proposed by the Associated Almond 
Growers of Paso Robles. 6 Among other things, this plan 
suggested that " . . .  a conservative investor, by making 
a moderate initial payment and small monthly pay
ments for a few years thereafter, may be assured of a life 
income . . .  "7 and then went on to assert : "It may seem 
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. credible to you when we say that . . . a few dollars a 1n 
onth out of your surplus earnings may be made to work rar you to such an exte�t as to yiel� from 40 percent to 50 

ercent a year on your mvestrnent. 8 
P The Paso Robles Association explained how a whole 

staff of experts would assist new almond orchardists, or, if 
so desired, how it  would manage the land while a buyer 
stayed at horne and reaped the profits.9 This development 
scheme was, in large measure, responsible Jor making 
paso Robles one of California's leading almond growing 
districts from the late 1920's through the 1 940's .  At i ts 
peak, this district contained over one-third of California's 
total bearing almond acreage. 

Prior to 1 930, almonds typically were grown in areas 
marginal to other crops and dry-farmed (not irrigated). 
The orchards in the Paso Robles area were of this nature. 
During the 1920's, however, the advantages of planting 
almond orchards on good soil and irrigating them were 
realized . Paso Robles area orchards were on rolling or 
hilly terrain; and since the technology for irrigating or
chards in this type of area had not yet been fully devel
oped, these plantings soon became uncornpetitive. l O  The 
large, overall increase in almond production (Figure 1 2) 
during this period was due primarily to large increases in 
bearing acreage (Figure 1 1 ).  

1930-1950-Consolidation and Development 

By 1 930, almond acreage was concentrated in the Sacra
mento and San Joaquin Valleys as well as the Paso Robles 
area (Figure 1 and Figures 4-1 0). Extensive new plantings 
(Figure 13) in the years immediately preceding and includ
ing the early 1920' s,resulted in the doubling of bearing 
acreage from 1920-1930 and genera ted concerns of over
production. The decrease of new plantings in the middle 
to late 1920's was partially due to these concerns. In the 
early 1 930's, on the other hand, a fall off in new plantings 
was probably due to the Depression. In anv case. from 1923 
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Figure 1 3. Five-Year Running Average of New Plantings 

to 1 933, apart from a minor increase in acreage in the 
northern Sacramento and northern San Joaquin Valleys, 
there were relatively few new almond plantings; and, as a 
result, bearing acreage was relatively stable from 1930 to 
1 940 (Figure 1 1 ).  11  

During the 1 930's and early 1940's, the shift from non
irrigated to irrigated orchards progressed at  a rapid rate. 
This, together with the slow elimination of less produc
tive areas, resulted in a major increase in average yield 
per acre (Figure 14) and was a significant factor in a rapid 
rise in the average return per acre (Figure 1 5) .  The future 
looked good for almond growers; and, in spite of the De
pression, there was an increase in new plantings, in the 
middle to late 1930's which reached a peak of over 5,000 
acres in 1 940 (Figure 1 3) .  This resulted in a moderate in
crease in bearing acreage from 1939-1949. Large production 
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Figure 14 .  Five-Year Running Average of Yields Per Acre, Non-Shelled Basis 

increases (Figure 1 2) in this period, however, were due 
primarily to a rapid increase in yields per acre (Figure 14). 

Major increases in almond acreage took place in the 
northern parts of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Val
leys. Essentially, these increases resulted as successful 
farmers expanded their acreage and, by their success, en
couraged others to plant almonds. From 1 930 to 1950, Paso 
Robles had a large, negative relative change (Figure 7), as 
many almond orchards had been planted in areas mar
ginal even for dry farming. A few dry years in the late 30's 
and early 40's resulted in low returns and conversion of 
many orchards to pasture. Inability to obtain low-cost 
water for irrigation has been one of the primary reasons 
for the continuing decline in the Paso Robles area. Thus, 
by 1 950, almond production, which had earlier' been at
tempted in many different parts of California, was firmly 
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Figure 15 .  Five-Year Running Average of Return Per Acre in 1 986 Constant Dollars 

concentrated in the Sacramento and northern San Joa
quin Valleys, with a minor secondary center around Paso 
Robles (Figures 1 -10) .  

1950-1960-More Consolidation, Improved Production 

During the 1 950's, bearing almond acreage remained 
fairly constant (Figure 9), with the 90,496 bearing acres of 
1 950 declining slightly to 89,1 18  acres by 1 960. The north
ern San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys experienced a 
slight, relative increase in acreage (Figures 4-10), while the 
Paso Robles area continued to decline in relative impor
tance. A large increase in production (Figure 1 2) was due 
entirely to a continued increase in per-acre yields (Figure 
14) .  A small part of this increased production was con
sumed domestically; the remainder was exported. 

During this period, however, the basis for rapid expan
sion during the 1 960's, 1 970's, and early 1 980's was being 
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1 'd Factors which would promote acreage expansion inal · 

eluded
: 

)) 1950's advances in mechanized almond produc
tion, 

:2) Improvements in sprinkler irrigation which al
lowed rolling areas to be planted into almonds 
without extensive grading, 

(3) Continuing high returns per acre (Figure 1 5) and, 

(4) Completion of water projects which opened many 
areas that previously were too dry to be inten
sively exploited with fruit and nut cultivation. 

By 1960, for example, almond production had become the 
most mechanized of the fruit or nut crops grown in Cali
fornia. This had two immediate effects: 

(a) Solving many of the labor related problems, thus 
providing almonds a competitive advantage over 
crops not yet mechanized, and 

(b) Making areas too hilly for mechanization unde
sirable for almond orchards. 

1960-1985-Renewed Expansion 

From 1960 to 1 985 bearing almond acreage increased by 
366 percent, from 89,1 18 to 415,000 acres (Figure 1 1 ) .  Per
acre yields continued to increase substantially (Figure 14), 
resul ting in a continued, exponential increase of produc
tion (Figure 1 2) .  Due largely to increasing per-acre yields 
and high to very high prices, return per acre for most of 
this period varied from good to excellent and reached all 
time highs in the late 1970's (Figure 15) .  

Bearing almond acreage increased in all  counties in the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys except Sacramento 
County, which in response to pressures of urbanization 
experienced a decline. 1 2  Despite a 98 percent increase in 
bearing almond acreage in the twenty-five years from 1960 
to 1985, the Sacramento Valley's relative importance de-
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creased (Figures 7-1 0), due to larger acreage increases in 
the San Joaquin Valley; and all other almond growing 
areas declined in both relative and absolute terms. 

The rate of increase was particularly rapid in the south
ern part of the San Joaquin Valley (Figure 1 0), where bear
ing almond acreage expanded by more than 72,000 percent, 
from 21 0 acres in 1960 to 1 51 ,416 in 1 985. This enormous 
increase was made possible largely by new water delivery 
systems, such as the California Water Project. Many large, 
corporate plantings were a response to the potential for 
short-term tax write offs as well as the outlook for long
term gain. 

In the late 1 960's and early 1970's, the number of farms 
on which almonds was grown reached an all-time low. A 
large increase in new plantings during the 1970' s, how
ever, at least partially, resulted from additional people 
planting almonds, which meant that the number of peo
ple growing almonds more than doubled by the mid 
1 980's (Figure 16) .  The number of bearing almond acres 
per orchard, which had remained relatively constant from 
1 920 until the early 1960's, increased rapidly during the 
middle to late 1960's, reaching a peak in the early 1970's. 
Since then, the number has remained relatively constant 
(Figure 17) .  Increased bearing acreage during the 1960's 
stemmed, at  least in part, from large corporations planting 
hundreds or even thousands of acres. 

1987 and Beyond 

The major question with respect to almond production 
is, can sufficient markets, at a satisfactory price, be found 
for the large crops that are anticipated during the late 
1980's and early 1990's? Domestic consumption has almost 
doubled during the last twenty years, a time period during 
which production approximately quadrupled. So far, t�e 
widening difference between production and domestiC 
consumption has been made up by a rapidly expanding 
export market. Further, large increases in the export mar· 
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Figure 1 6. Number of Farms on Which Almonds Are Grown 

ket are anticipated because of the weakness of the United 
States dollar and the reduction of import tariffs by the 
European Economic Community. However, with large 
increases in bearing almond acreage in both California 
and Spain, it is hard to imagine a condition without some 
overcapacity and a reduction in return per acre. 

Since it takes a relatively large investment of time and 
money for an orchard to begin bearing and give a return 
on investment, it will take more than just a few bad years 
before many almond orchardists are willing to accept a 
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loss and convert their orchards to other crops. However, 
five particular conditions may pose problems which are 
likely to result either in the planting of alternate crops or 
people seeking other uses for their land. They are: 

(1) Older growing areas where production is less 
profitable because almond trees are either dry� 
farmed13 or beyond their peak production years. 

(2) Areas where almonds are under urban pressure, 
such as in Los Angeles, Sacramento, Butte, and 
Contra Costa Counties. Most orchards threatened 



(3) 
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by urbanization are fairly old, and many are dry
farmed. 
Large, corporate orchards with large staffs, greater 
over-head, a smaller profit margin, and poorer re
turns.  

t4) Those orchards growing in areas less favorable for 
almond production. 

(5) Orchards experiencing problems of low produc
tion due to non-infectious bud failure.1 4  

Because of  the fear of  overproduction and lower re
:urns per acre, new plantings have dropped significantly 
oelow the replacement rate.15 As a result, bearing almond 
:tcreage is expected to decrease for the rest of the 1980's and 
well into the 1990's. 

Summary and Analysis 

In 1890 considerably more than 50 percent of almond 
production was concentrated in the Santa Clara Valley 
and San Francisco Bay Area (Figure 4) . Many early favor
able reports specifically encouraged expansion of produc
tion in this region. Because of a greater disease problem 
due to higher humidity and lower nut production result
ing from cooler spring temperatures,16 however, the re
gion has declined in importance. Many of its remaining 
orchards are old and threatened by urbanization. Even so, 
some people with a few acres who desire to have an or
chard may choose to grow almonds here, for they can be 
dry-farmed, given practically no care, and still be pro
ductive. Nevertheless, Region 1 (Figure 3) is expected to 
continue to decline in both absolute and relative terms. 
Currently, only around 1 percent of California's bearing 
almond acreage is found in this region. 

Because the exact climatic requirements for almond 
production were not originally known, almonds initially 
were planted in many areas throughout California with 
varying degrees of success. Some of the most peripheral of 
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these plantings are included in Region 2 (Figure 5). This 
region has been declining, both in absolute and relative 
terms, and by 1985 it accounted for only about .08 percent 
of California's total bearing almond acreage. 

Southern California (Region 3, Figure 6) reached its 
peak in relative importance in 1900 and has been declin
ing since. Most of the remaining orchards are old, dry
farmed and threatened by urbanization. In the Antelope 
Valley (northern part of Los Angeles County) almond 
blossom festivals are held each spring. Some of the or
chards may thus be preserved for the sake of tradition. 
Urbanization and accompanying high land values and 
taxes have caused most of the areas where almonds are 
presently . grown to be unsuited for almond production. 
This region has been declining in both absolute and rela
tive terms and by 1985 accounted for only about .05 per
cent of California's total bearing almond acreage. 

Paso Robles (Region 4, Figure 7) experienced a rapid in· 
crease in bearing almond acreage in the late teens and 
early twenties. At its peak, Paso Robles contained about 
one-third of California's total bearing almond acreage. 

One of the primary factors in this rapid increase was 
the result of a "get rich quick" land development scheme. 
This region may have been competitive by then current 
methods of production. However, the region began to de
cline with the advent of flood irrigation, as it was difficult 
to convert these hilly, dry-farmed areas. The generally 
poorer soils in this area pre-empted a large rejuvenation 
with either the advent of sprinkler irrigation in the 1950's 
or the importation of water in the 1960's. Since the 1930's, 
this region has declined in both absolute and relative 
terms. By 1985 less than 1 .5 percent of California's total 
bearing almond acreage and considerably less than that of 
its production came from this district. 

For a sixty-year period (1900-1960), the Sacramento Val· 
ley (Region 5, Figure 8) was California's leading almond 

district. Bearing almond acreage has increased in everY 
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ecade under consideration, and almond production has a
onsistently proven quite successful. Yet, despite large 

�ncreases in bearing acreage during the 1960's and 1970's �98 percent), this region's relative importance decreased 
from around 50 percent in 1960 to 21 percent in 1985 (Fig
ure 8). In the Sacramento Valley, however, the probability 
of damage from frosts, rains, higher relative humidity, 
and cooler temperatures during bloom results in smaller 
crops and higher costs of production than in the Northern 
San Joaquin Valley. Nevertheless, because of the large 
capital investment needed to bring an almond orchard in 
production, it is doubtful that many orchards will be 
removed prematurely. Even so, should return decrease, 
almond orchardists may consider other crops when re
planting. In essence, the basic consideration is not which 
area, the Sacramento or Northern San Joaquin Valley, is 
more suited for almond production, but whether there is 
another crop which might result in higher returns for the 
farmer. Thus, the Sacramento Valley's bearing almond 
acreage, which has steadily increased for the last seventy 
years, should level off and could begin to decline slightly 
in the late 1980's and early 1990's. 

The northern San Joaquin Valley (Region 6, Figure 9) 
is now, and for the foreseeable future will continue to be, 
the largest almond-growing district in California. Bearing 
acreage has increased in every decade since 1900. While 
the climatic differences between it and the Sacramento 
and southern San Joaquin Valleys are slight, they may be 
sufficient to result, on the average, in slightly higher 
yields and lower costs of production. Although a severe 
reduction in return per acre could result in a slight reduc
tion in bearing acreage, it is unlikely that many fully 
productive orchards will be removed. When planting, 
however, if the prospects for almonds look poor, other 
crops may be selected. 

Since 1960, the southern San Joaquin Valley (Region 7, 
Figure 10) bearing almond acreage has increased at a very 
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rapid rate. Primarily, this has been because of good returns 
from almonds, the discovery of local sources of and the 
importation of water, the advent of sprinkler irrigation 
allowing the cultivation of rolling areas without leveling, 
and a high degree of mechanization. 

The southern San Joaquin Valley has three potential 
problems which may prove significant. First, the warmer 
climate of this area seems to promote bud failure. Ad
vances are being made in efforts to breed trees free of this 
problem. Despite these advances, however, the problem 
has by no means been solved; and it has already caused 
the premature removal of thousands of acres. If, as has 
been suggested, it proves to be a genetic breakdown stim
ulated by high temperatures,17  then all trees now planted 
in the southern San Joaquin Valley may be susceptible. A 
second factor which may result in reduction of acreage is 
that many almond plantings in the southern San Joaquin 
Valley are owned by a few large cooperatives; and because 
they face higher operating costs, these organizations could 
become disenchanted with poor returns and change to 
more profitable uses of the land. Small operators who 
have grown almonds for much of their lives have an in
vestment in their knowledge and experience, and fre
quently they are reluctant to switch crops. Large operators, 
on the other hand, through firing and hiring can usually 
acquire needed expertise required. The third problem is 
that much of the water in the southern San Joaquin Val
ley is imported and thus is generally more costly. If either 
bud failure or the length and severity of the reduction in 
returns per acre prove to be a bigger problem than antici
pated, bearing almond acreage may decrease significantly 
in this region. 
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£Iizabeth M. Riley, "The History of the Almond Industry in 
Califo'rnia; 1853-1934" (University of California at Berkeley: 
unpublished M.A. Thesis, 1948), pp.8-11 .  

Ibid. 

Edward J. Wickson, The California Fruits and How To Grow 
Them (San Francisco: Pacific Rural Press, 1889), p. 257. 

There are numerous varieties of almonds. A single variety of 
almond cannot pollinate itself. In addition, varieties are also 
partially or completely sterile to certain other varieties. 

Associated Almond Growers of Paso Robles, A Life Income Plus 
California (Chicago : 1920), pp. 1-42. 

Ibid., p. 1 .  

Ibid. 

Ibid., pp. 1-42. 

Irrigated almond orchards in the 1920's and 1930's were watered 
by flood (gravity) irrigation. This method required leveling an 
area to be planted to almonds. When the almonds needed water 
the field was flooded. 

Five years after planting, an almond tree is considered to be 
bearing (productive). In reality, some almonds may be harvested 
as early as the second year after planting, while any given 
orchard may not reach maximum productivity until after its 
tenth year. 

The effects of urbanization on the location of almond acreage in 
Sacramento, San Joaquin, Butte, Los Angeles, and Riverside 
Counties is considered by Robert A. Aron in "The Changing 
Location of the Almond Industry in California" (California 
State University, Long Beach: unpublished M.A. Thesis, 1970). 

Return per acre on dry-farmed almond orchards in the Paso 
Robles area is usually only one-fifth of the mean for California. 

Noninfectious bud failure (BF) is a disorder caused by a genetic 
abnormality characteristic of certain varieties. Trees affected 
by BF have sparse foliage with many twigs lacking foliage. 
Many branches are produced. These branches change direction 
giving the tree a crooked, tangled appearance. BF is progressive, 
with no know cure; and it permanently reduces production. 

Only 1496 almond trees were planted in 1985 (the last year for 
which data was available). 
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16. Cool spring temperatures may result in  a prolonged bud break, 
reduced bee activity, and a smaller fruit set. 

17. Personal correspondence with Dale E. Kester, Professor of 
Pomology, University of California at Davis. 
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SURFACE WATER SUPPLY AND CROP 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION IN THE 

CENTRAL VALLEY 

*Marlyn L .  Shelton 

In the Central Valley, water is the catalyst needed for 
agriculture to realize the full benefits of the region's avail
able land resource and sunshine. Rivers draining the 
Sierra Nevada and groundwater, in combination, supply 
Central Valley farmers with the water required to support 
one of the greatest agricultural economies in the world.l 
The southern half of the Central Valley is recognized as 
ontaining five of the nation's top ten agricultural coun

ties, and in many years three of these lead the nation in 
terms of the value of crops sold.2 California is ranked first 
.n the nation in the production of more than twenty farm 
commodities, largely on the basis of Central Valley agri
cultural output that is made possible by irrigation.3 

While irrigation is a major factor in California's lead
ing position in agricultural production, irrigation is also 
responsible for a complex array of water quantity and 
quality issues in the Central Valley. In addition, irrigation 
has required development of a complicated network of 
water delivery systems which involve many legal, eco
nomic, social, and institutional factors.  Perhaps the fore
most water issues in the Central Valley are the spatial 

*Dr. Shelton is Associate Professor of Geo}<raphy at the University 
of California, Davis. 
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1naldistribution of surface water on the one hand and the 
agricultural demand for water on the other. These issues, 
more than most other water resource questions in the re
gion, emphasize the need for consideration of spatial 
diversity and scale in achieving comprehensive under
standing of the problems. 

The Central Valley, even though it is often depicted as 
a single landscape unit, is a composite of numerous en
vironmental settings. The surface water supply for the 
entire valley exceeds the water consumed by irrigated 
crops, but this apparent abundance of water masks im
portant local water shortages. The purpose of this paper is 
to analyze the spatial variations of surface water supply 
and crop evapotranspiration in the Central Valley. The 
term "crop evapotranspiration" is employed to define the 
consumptive water use requirements of agriculture which 
are determined climatically and are independent of irri
gation practices and other human influences. The four 
principal hydrologic subbasins which form the Central 
Valley are employed in the study as a logical basis for 
assessing spatial diversity. Knowledge of the spatial dis
parity between surface water supply and consumptive 
water use by agricultural crops in the Central Valley is a 
significant factor in developing comprehensive water de
velopment programs as the limits of the developed water 
supply are approached. 

The Central Valley Setting 

The Central Valley is a structural depression between 
the Coast Ranges and the Sierra Nevada which has been 
filled by alluvium derived from the mountains. It is ap· 
proximately 640 kilometers (km) long, 48 to 1 12 km wide, 
and covers about 52,000 sq. km. For hydrological purposes, 
the Central Valley is commonly divided into the Sacra· 
mento, Delta, San Joaquin, and Tulare subbasins (Figure 
1 ) .  The two largest subbasins are the Tulare and Sacra· 
mento at the south and north ends of the valley, respec· 
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tively. The Tulare subbasin is 42 percent larger than the 
Sacramento subbasin; and it is larger, by some 252,000 
hectares, than the Delta and San Joaquin subbasins. 

In the Central Valley, precipitation is normally very 
limited from April to October, when the energy demand 
for moisture is highest. The disparity between seasonal 
moisture supply and demand is illustrated by climatic 
water balance graphs4 for selected Central Valley stations 
(Figure 2). In the water balance graphs, precipitation quan
tifies the moisture supply; and potential evapotranspi
ration, computed by using an algorithm for California 
stations,S defines the energy demand for moisture. 

The graph for Willows shows that 87 percent of the 
rainfall occurs in the six months of November to April. 
Approximately 40 percent, or 158 millimeters (mm), of the 
precipitation during these months is allocated to surplus, 
which is water available to support groundwater recharge 
and streamflow. From May to September, precipitation is 
unable to satisfy the energy demand for moisture; and a 
water deficit of 542 mm occurs. "Deficit" quantifies the 
difference between precipitation and potential evapotrans
piration, and it indicates the additional moisture plants 
can use if water is supplied by irrigation. 

The four water balance graphs (Figure 2) serve to il
lustrate that Central Valley precipitation decreases from 
north to south. Annual precipitation is 454 mm at Wil

lows and decreases to 147 mm at Bakersfield. However, 
the pattern of energy demand for moisture, as indicated by 
potential evapotranspiration, is more complex. The quan
tity of annual potential evapotranspiration is similar at 
Willows and Merced, in the Sacramento and San Joaquin 
subbasins respectively. At Lodi, in the Delta subbasin, an
nual potential evapotranspiration decreases by about 9 
percent, due to the cool ocean breeze which enters the 
Central Valley through the Carquinez Strait and reduces 
summer water requirements at most sites in this sub
basin.6 Annual potential evapotranspiration at Bakers-
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field, in the Tulare subbasin, is 13 percent higher than at 
Willows and Merced. This means that the north to south 
decrease in the moisture input becomes especially signifi
cant in the Tulare subbasin where the energy demand for 
moisture is greatest. 

All four of the stations experience a significant mois
ture deficit during the summer (Figure 2). Deficit occurs 
during the seven months from April through October at 
the stations in the Sacramento, Delta, and San Joaquin 
subbasins, and during the nine months from March 
through November at Bakersfield in the Tulare subbasin. 
The deficit at Lodi of 468 mm is slightly less than the an
nual deficit at the other stations due to the lower summer 
energy demand for moisture in the Delta subbasin. In gen
eral, the magnitude of the moisture deficit increases from 
north to south in the Central Valley. The deficit of 547 
mm at Willows is nearly one-third smaller than the defi
cit of 806 mm at Bakersfield. This Central Valley pattern of 
deficit is a product of the decrease in precipitation from 
north to south, coupled with the north to south increase 
in the energy demand for moisture. 

The persistence and magnitude of moisture deficit at 
Central Valley stations means that moisture surplus at 
these stations must be small. Data for Willows, in the 
Sacramento subbasin, show that surplus occurs in the four 
months of December through March. However, the 158 
mm of surplus is a relatively small quantity; and it rep
resents only 35 percent of the annual precipitation for the 
station. Both the number of months with a surplus and 
the magnitude of the surplus decrease southward in the 
Central Valley. At Bakersfield, in the Tulare subbasin, the 
147 mm of precipitation are totally consumed by evapo
transpiration; and there are no months with a moisture 
surplus. 

Central Valley farmers use meager summer rainfall t? 
their advantage in that plowing, planting, fertilizer appll
regard for disruptions caused by precipitation. In addition, 
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crops are larg�ly free from plant diseases and unaffecterl hv 
weather risks that plague more humid regions.7  Absence 
of summer rainfall means, however, that water must be 
rnade available for irrigation. In addition, the meager Cen
tral Valley moisture surplus indicates that water for irriga
tion must originate in the more humid environments 
adjacent to the valley. 

Spatial Characteristics of the Surface Water Supply 

Surface runoff provides 60 percent of the water used in 
California and a slightly larger proportion of that used for 
Central Valley agriculture. The state produces about 87.6 
km3 of runoff annually; and over 33.6 km3, or 38 percent, 
of this total is provided by rivers draining into the Central 
Valley. While most of the runoff occurs during the cooler 
months of the year, seasonal variations in streamflow 
have been modified by dams and reservoirs which regu
late stream discharge. Controlled releases from impound
ments serve to dampen peaks and troughs in the natural 
streamflow regime. The Sacramento subbasin alone con
tains about one-third of the reservoirs in California and 
about one-half of the state's total reservoir storage ca
pacity. 

Since the streamflow regime can be regulated, the spa
tial distribution of runoff presents a somewhat greater 
problem than seasonal flow variations.8 Unimpaired run
off, because it approximates natural stream discharge, is a 
useful tool for representing the spatial variation in runoff. 
This expression of runoff is a calculated quantity derived 
by adjusting measured streamflow for changes in reser
voir s torage, known or estimated channel losses, and 
water diversions either into or out of the watershed. Un
impaired runoff is a close approximation of the stream
flow that would occur without human intervention. The 
principal advantage of employing unimpaired runoff is 
that it provides a reliable indicator of the naturally-occur
ring water supply. 
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Unimpaired runoff decreases from north to south in 
the Central valley, reflecting the greater runoff produc
tivity of the northern and central Sierra Nevada (Figure 
3) .  Rivers in the Sacramento subbasin discharge about 21 .8 
km3 annually, or 65 percent of the total streamflow for the 
Central Valley (Table 1 ) . Stream discharge in the San 
Joaquin subbasin accounts for another 21 percent of avail
able Central Valley water. 

The Cosumnes and Mokelumne rivers drain into the 
Delta subbasin, but these rivers are the second and fifth 
smallest of the fourteen major rivers in the Central 
Valley. Consequently, the Delta subbasin has the smallest 
surface water supply from rivers draining directly from 
the Sierra Nevada (Table 1) .  

The Kings, Kaweah, Tule, and Kern rivers in the 
Tulare subbasin produce a combined runoff of 3 .6 km3, 
which is about 1 1  percent of the total for the Central Val
ley (Table 1).  Within the Tulare subbasin, the water supply 
is dominated by the Kings River, which accounts for 57 
percent of the total subbasin discharge. The relatively 

Table 1. SURFACE WATER SUPPLY AND WATER 
CONSUMED BY CROPS FOR THE CENTRAL 

VALLEY SUBBASINS 

Crop Crop 
Runoff! Areab Evapotranspirationc 
(Cubic (1,000 (Cubic 

Subbasin hectometers) hectares) hectometers) 

Sacramento 21,800 612 6,900 
Delta 1 ,300 312 2,900 
San Joaquin 6,900 546 5,600 
Tulare 3,600 1 ,371 12,300 

TOTAL 33,600 2,841 27,700 
a Adopted from Department of Water Resources Publications. 
b Adopted from Stewart, note 14. 
CC:omputed by author. 
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meager quantity of surface water available in the Tulare 
subbasin is emphasized by comparison with the average 
runoff of the American River. Though the American 
River is the third largest river in the Sacramento sub
basin, i ts flow is only slightly less than the total stream 
discharge in the Tulare subbasin. 

Another significant feature of the Central Valley spa
tial pattern of runoff is the predominant eastern origin of 
streamflow. All major Central Valley rivers drain from 
the Sierra Nevada on the east side of the valley (Figure 1) .  
The western edge of the Central Valley is in the rain
shadow of the Coast Ranges; and, accordingly, precipita
tion is modest compared to the amounts received at 
similar elevations along the valley's eastern boundary. 
The Sierra Nevada foothills along the eastern edge of the 
valley occupy windward exposures, which largely ac
counts for their greater precipitation. Except in the Sacra
mento subbasin, the west side of the Central Valley is 
largely devoid of significant streamflow. 

Some of the imbalance of surface water supply is miti
gated by the large volume of groundwater which under
lies the Central Valley. The deep alluvium of the valley 
floor provides subsurface storage that constitutes the 
largest groundwater reservoir in the state. It is estimated 
that nearly 123.4 km3 of groundwater is available at depths 
ranging to 1,200 meters below sea level. Nearly 80 percent 
of the groundwater storage is in the southern half of the 
Central Valley where the surface water supply is smallest.9 
This means that groundwater as a proportion of the total 
natural water supply is greatest in the San Joaquin and 
Tulare subbasins and that the volume of groundwater 
used is greater in the southern than in the northern por
tion of the valley. Nevertheless, between one-third an� 
one-half of the irrigated acreage in each subbasin is irn
gated by groundwater (Figure 3). Percentages for the Delta 
and Tulare and for the Sacramento and San Joaquin sub
basins are similar. 
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In recen t years, excessive pumping of groundwater in 
the San Joaquin and Tulare subbasins has resulted in the 
net loss, or overdraft, of approximately 1 .85 km3 annually. 
Such an overdraft gradually decreases the store of water 
and increases the cost of pumping. Nevertheless, ground
water continues to supply about one-third of the water 
used for irrigation in the Central Valley.lO 

Crop Evapotranspiration 

The Central Valley is the largest irrigated area west of 
the Rocky Mountains. l l  Irrigation first occurred in the 
Central Valley during the early 1850's when water was 
diverted from streams near Davis and in the Cache Creek 
basin of the Sacramento Valley. Irrigation in the San 
Joaquin Valley near Fresno was initiated about 1870.12 The 
spread of irrigation has been most rapid since the 1950's, 
when water was made available by the Central Valley Pro
ject, developed by the United States Bureau of Reclama
tion, and when the State Water Project, constructed by the 
State of California, became operational in 1967. Between 
1959 and 1975, Central Valley irrigated acreage increased by 
43 percent; and consumptive water use, or evapotranspi
ration, by irrigated crops increased 32 percent.13 

Today, some 2.9 million hectares of irrigated crops 
occupy approximately 57 percent of the Central Valley and 
account for over 75 percent of California's irrigated acre
age. No other single area in the state contains as much as 7 
percent of the total irrigated acreage. As a proportion of 
the total area of the Central Valley, irrigation increases 
from north to south (Figure 3), with the Tulare subbasin 
containing 1 .4 million hectares which represents 48 per
cent of Central Valley irrigated land (Table 1) .  Central 
Valley crops receive 32.3 km3 of applied water, or over 77 
percent of the irrigation water used statewide.14 

The amount of water used to grow a crop depends on a 
number of physical and biological factors, but evapotrans
piration is commonly considered the most important.lS 
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Most evapotranspiration losses take place through trans
piration of water through the plant, which is directly 
related to crop biomass production by photosynthesis. In 
this context, total crop evapotranspiration is the most 
reliable comparative indicator of the actual water used by 
crops. Total crop evapotranspiration is less than the vol
ume of applied water, which is influenced by factors such 
as type of irrigation application, conveyance losses, field 
losses, and the cost of water. At the same time, total crop 
evapotranspiration is commonly greater than evapotrans
piration of applied water, which does not include mois
ture provided to plants by precipitation. 

While potential evapotranspiration (discussed earlier, 
Figure 2) could be used as an estimate of crop evapo
transpiration, crop-specific evapotranspiration data avail
able for the Central Valley provide better estimates of 
these quantities. The greater energy loadings and higher 
temperatures in the southern San Joaquin and Tulare sub
basins cause the annual evapotranspiration of some crops 
to be higher in these subbasins than in the Sacramento 
subbasin. In addition, cooler conditions in the Delta sub
basin are indicated by crop water requirements of 25 to 50 
mm less than in other subbasins.1 6 For this study, esti
mates of areal crop evapotranspiration in each of the 
Central Valley subbasins are derived by multiplying the 
published acreage for a specific crop by the crop's unit 
eva potranspira tion.17 

Evapotranspiration from irrigated crops in the Central 
Valley is approximately 27.7 km3 annually, and 64 percent 
of this moisture flux occurs in the San Joaquin and Tulare 
subbasins (Table 1 ). Irrigated pasture produces the largest 
evapotranspiration flux of 4,800 cubic hectometers (hm3) 
followed closely by 4,500 hm3 for alfalfa and 4,400 hm: 
for field crops (Table 2). These three sources combined 
account for 50 percent of the total annual evapotranspi
ration from irrigated crops in the Central Valley. Each 
subbasin contains a slightly different mix of crops, how-
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Table 2. ANNUAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION IN CUBIC 
HECTOMETERS FOR SELECTED CROPS IN THE 

CENTRAL VALLEY SUBBASINS 

Crop 
Alfalfa 
Cotton 
Deciduous Orchard 
Field Crops 
Other Vegetables 
Pasture (Irrigated) 
Rice 
Subtropical Orchard 
Sugar Beets 
Tomatoes 
Vineyards 

TOTAL 

Sacra
mento 

656 
0 

987 
910 
123 

1 ,937 
1 ,714 

14 
310 
260 

17 
6,928 

Delta 

398 
0 

336 
626 
272 
689 
46 

0 
228 
179 
145 

2,919 

San 
joaquin 

1 ,212 
352 
995 
650 
222 

1 ,460 
141 
15 
92 
97 

355 
5,591 

SoURCE: Computed by author, using data from Kodani, 
note 6, and Stewart, note 14. 

Tulare 

2,274 
3,200 

828 
2,263 
1 ,049 

708 
17  

493 
274 

93 
1 ,1 1 1  

1 2,301 

ever; and this accounts for the maximum evapotranspi
ration flux within a specific subbasin (Table 2). These 
differences in evapotranspiration represent spatial varia
tions in climate and cropping patterns within the Central 
Valley. 

Irrigated crop evapotranspiration in the Central Valley 
is dominated by the Tulare subbasin, which accounts for 
44 percent of the total (Table 1) .  Evapotranspiration of 12.3 
km3 in the Tulare subbasin is nearly twice as large as the 
6.9 km3 of evapotranspiration for the Sacramento sub
basin, which is the second largest. The Tulare subbasin 
contains about 48 percent of the irrigated area in the 
Central Valley. The Sacramento subbasin contains 22 per
cent of the irrigated area and accounts for about 25 percent 
of the crop evapotranspiration. The combined Delta and 
San Joaquin subbasins contain 30 percent of the irrigated 
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area and contribute about 30 percent of total crop evapo
transpiration. 

An array of crops accounts for the majority of crop 
evapotranspiration in each subbasin. Irrigated pasture and 
rice are the leading sources of crop evapotranspiration 
in the Sacramento subbasin, and together they produce 
about 53 percent of the moisture flux for this subbasin 
(Table 2). The major sources of crop evapotranspiration in 
the Delta subbasin are irrigated pasture and field crops, 
which account for slightly less than one-half of the total 
evapotranspiration for the subbasin. In the San Joaquin 
subbasin, irrigated pasture and alfalfa produce nearly half 
of the crop evapotranspiration. Cotton, alfalfa, and field 
crops account for about 63 percent of the evapotranspi
ration in the Tulare subbasin (Table 2). 

The crop acreage data in Table 2 illustrate that the re
lationship between crop acreage and evapotranspiration is 
variable among the subbasins. The largest acreage crops in 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin subbasins produce the 
greatest evapotranspiration. In the Delta subbasin, how
ever, field crops comprise the largest acreage by about 30 
percent; but even so they rank as the second largest source 
of evapotranspiration. In the Tulare subbasin, field crops 
occupy the second largest area; but as a source of evapo· 
transpiration they are exceeded by both cotton and alfalfa. 
In addition, vineyards comprise the fifth largest crop acre
age and the fourth largest source of evapotranspiration in 
the Tulare subbasin. 

The summation of crop evapotranspiration for each 
subbasin reveal� the expected relationship of increasing 
crop evapotranspiration as crop acreage increases (Table 1). 
In general, this results in a pattern of increasing total crop 
evapotranspiration from north to south _in the Central 
Valley. Closer examination of the data, however, indicates 
a more complicated relationship. For example, crop acre· 
age is 1 1  percent greater in the Sacramento than in the S�I1 
Joaquin subbasin, but the total crop evapotranspiration lS 
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19  percent greater in the Sacramento subbasin. The gen
ralization of increasing north to south total crop evapo

�ranspiration applies satisfactorily only for the Delta, San 
Joaquin, and Tulare subbasins. 

Additional insight is gained by expressing total crop 

evapotranspiration as if it was distributed evenly over the 
irrigated area in each subbasin. This is analogous to the 
commonly accepted technique of expressing runoff in 
terms of a layer of water spread evenly over the drainage 
basin. Furthermore, because differences in the size of the 
contributing area are incorporated in the calculation, this 
approach enhances comparison of the subbasin data. 

Expressing total crop evapotranspiration as an area
adjusted quantity reveals that the Sacramento subbasin 
has the largest value of 1114 mm and the Tulare subbasin 
has the smallest value of 887 mm (Figure 3). Except for the 
Delta subbasin, where crop evapotranspiration is lower 
due to the reduced energy demand for moisture, the gen
eral pattern revealed by crop evapotranspiration per unit 
area is a decrease from north to south in the Central 
Valley. This pattern is the opposite of the trend in the 
energy demand for moisture across the region, but i t  
should not be  unexpected. The implication i s  that crop 
water requirements are considered in the choice of crops 
within each subbasin, and crops with the highest water 
demands are grown in the subbasins where the surface 
water supply is most abundant. Therefore, the greatest 
depth of water consumed per unit area by crop evapo
transpiration is in the Sacramento subbasin; but the great
est volume of water consumed by crop evapotranspiration 
is in the Tulare subbasin where the crop acreage is largest. 

Surface Water Supply and Crop Evapotranspiration 

While the Central Valley surface water supply displays 
a pattern of decreasing availability from north to south, 
the volume of total crop evapotranspiration is greatest in 
the southern portion of the valley; and it decreases north-
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ward (Figure 3).  These contrasting spatial variations in 
water availability and use represent the central issues in 
water development planning for the Central Valley. 

The data in Table 1 show that the Central Valley sur
face water supply exceeds crop evapotranspiration by 
about 6 km3. However, 65 percent of the water supply is 
in the Sacramento subbasin; and 64 percent of the crop 
evapotranspiration occurs in the San Joaquin and Tulare 
subbasins. The available supply is greater than crop evapo
transpiration in the Sacramento and San Joaquin sub
basins, but crop evapotranspiration is greater than the 
surface water supply in the Delta and Tulare subbasins. 

In the Sacramento subbasin, water is abundant; and 
crop evapotranspiration is equal to about one-third of 
available runoff. Expressed another way, crop evapo
transpiration in the Sacramento subbasin is just slightly 
greater than the combined unimpaired runoff of the 
Feather and Yuba rivers, which is 38 percent of the total 
basin runoff. Consequently, the flow of the Sacramento 
and American rivers represents the extent to which the 
surface water supply in the subbasin exceeds crop evapo
transpiration. 

The available surface water supply in the San Joaquin 
subbasin exceeds crop evapotranspiration by approxi
mately 1 .3 km3. This difference is roughly equal to the 
average annual unimpaired runoff for the Stanislaus 
River, which accounts for 20 percent of the surface water. 

Both the surface water supply and crop evapotranspi
ration in the Delta are the smallest of the four subbasins. 
Nevertheless, a water deficiency exists because crop evapo
transpiration is more than twice as large as the surface 
water supply, or about 1 .6 km3 greater. The greater mois
ture loss is possible because the Delta receives strearn 
discharge that represents runoff from the Sacramento and 
San Joaquin subbasins, and over half of the crop acreage in 
this subbasin is irrigated by groundwater (Figure 3). 
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The water deficiency is greatest in the Tulare subbasin, 
where crop evapotranspiration of 12.3 km3 is over three 
times greater than the surface water supply of 3.6 km3 
(Table 1 ). Even assuming that one-third of the crop evapo
transpiration can be provided by groundwater, an addi
tional 4.6 km3 of water is used by crops. This water need is 
equivalent to 82 percent of the average annual unim
paired flow of the Feather River, or 43 percent of the an
nual unimpaired flow of the Sacramento River. 

The additional water required to sustain crop evapo
transpiration within the Tulare subbasin is provided by 
importing water from the Sacramento and San Joaquin 
subbasins. Surface water is made available to the Tulare 
subbasin by the extensive network of water storage and 
transmission facilities of the Central Valley Project and 
the State Water Project. These delivery systems provide 
irrigation water that is distributed to farmers by a variety 
of nonprofit irrigation companies, irrigation districts, and 
water districts of various types. IS 

In a typical year, Central Valley Project deliveries to the 
Tulare subbasin total 4.7 km3, and State Water Project 
deliveries are 1 .4 km3. The combined supply of surface 
water, groundwater, and imported water is approximately 
1 .5 km3 greater than the moisture used by crop evapo
transpiration. Although this is a large volume of water, it 
comprises a difference of only about 12 percent, which is a 
realistic value for large irrigation projects. This water rep
resents conveyance losses, field losses, and water applied 
to crops in excess of the amount actually used in evapo
transpiration. Some of this water will become recharge 
for groundwater reservoirs, and some will become farm 
drainage water. 

Conclusions 

Irrigated agriculture is not the only use for surface 
water in the Central Valley. Competition between urban 
and agricultural water users is becoming increasingly 
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fierce as the limits for the developed surface water supply 
are approached. For this reason, knowledge of the spatial 
aspects of the surface water supply and the water actually 
consumed by crop evapotranspiration is needed for mak
ing informed water policy decisions. 

Climatic water budget graphs for representative sta
tions provide a useful comparison of the coincidence of 
precipitation and potential evapotranspiration in the four 
Central Valley subbasins. These data indicate that, except 
for the Tulare subbasin, the monthly occurrence and 
magnitude of the moisture deficiency is largely a product 
of the north to south decrease in precipitation. The mois
ture deficiency in the Tulare subbasin is larger in magni
tude, and also occurs in more months, due to a smaller 
amount of precipitation in this subbasin as well as an 
increased energy demand for moisture as indicated by 
potential evapotranspiration. 

The small quantity of surplus depicted in climatic 
water budget graphs for representative stations illustrates 
the basis for the Central Valley's dependence on runoff 
originating in more humid environments . Unimpaired 
runoff for rivers draining into the Central Valley defines a 
distinct pattern of spatial variability among the subbasins. 
Rivers flowing into the Sacramento subbasin in the north 
deliver nearly two-thirds of the surface water supply of 
the entire Central Valley. At the opposi te end of the 
valley, however, rivers flowing into the Tulare subbasin 
account for only about 1 0  percent of the surface water 
supply. The large groundwater supply in the San Joaquin 
and Tulare subbasins is a significant resource which helps 
to offset the meager surface water supply in the southern 
portion of the Central Valley. 

Water consumed by crop evapotranspiration in the 
Central Valley accounts for over 80 percent of the surface 
water draining into the valley. The largest volume of 
water consumed by crop evapotranspiration is in the 
Tulare subbasin where the crop acreage is greatest. How� 
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ver, crop evapotranspiration adjusted for crop acreage is e 
rea test in the Sacramento subbasin and least in the 

�ulare subbasin. This not only reflects differences in 

specific crop evapotranspiration among the subbasins, but 
also indicates differences in the dominant crops grown in 
each subbasin. The Sacramento subbasin can support large 
acreages of high water use crops, such as irrigated pasture 
or rice, because of the abundant supply of surface water. 
The Tulare subbasin has significantly larger acreages in 
several crops, but these crops consume more modest 
amounts of water. Nevertheless, evapotranspiration from 
the large acreage of irrigated crops in the Tulare subbasin 
is capable of consuming the available surface water 
supply, about 4 km3 of groundwater, and a slightly larger 
quantity of water imported from the Sacramento and San 
Joaquin subbasins. 

Knowledge of the full extent of spatial and quantitative 
characteristics of Central Valley surface water supply and 
crop evapotranspiration is required to make informed 
choices among competing water demands. Additionally, 
other water issues must be considered, because the use of 
water for irrigation creates related water dilemmas. For 
example, groundwater overdraft problems are a serious 
concern, especially in the southern portion of the Central 
Valley. At times, surface water transfers lower water lev
els in rivers, streams, and reservoirs to such an extent that 
other water uses are impaired. A broad spectrum of water 
quality issues, including the disposal of farm drainage 
water, are posing increasingly difficult problems for water 
users in the Central Valley. 

Since irrigation is one of the most effective means of 
increasing farm production, it is hardly surprising that the 
productivity of California agriculture is a central issue in 
the continuing debate over state water policy. The dis
parate pattern of Central Valley surface water supply and 
crop evapotranspiration and the magnitude of the water 
supply and demand differences within the region repre-
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sent only two of the numerous issues facing California's 
water planners. These are significant considerations, how
ever, because of the dominant role of Central Valley 
streams as a source of water for other areas of the state as 
well as the important contribution this region makes to 
agricultural production for both the state and nation. 
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UNITED STATES MARITIME COlTON 
TRADE-1930 AND 1980 

Willis H. Miller* 

Raw cotton has been an important item of the general 
cargo handled at United States seaports since the first 
recorded export of 1,000 tons in 1790.1 Traditional patterns 
of dominant cotton production in the South, and domi
nant shipment of cotton from Southern ports maintained 
for almost a century and a half thereafter. During the fifty
year period here under consideration, however, the only 
relatively stable factors were the total volume of our mari
time trade in cotton and the total volume of our cotton 
production. Revolutionary changes in cotton markets, 
foreign trade, domestic trade, producing regions, handling 
and shipping procedures, as well as major ports and 
coastal segments all had started by 1930, and had reached 
full culmination by 1980. The purpose of this paper is to 
particularize and account for these events. 

At the outset it is necessary to establish several basic 
parameters. Each noted seaport is a commercial gateway 
named for the city or principal city concerned-Houston 
is Houston, Galveston, and Texas City; Los Angeles is Los 
Angeles and Long Beach; San Francisco includes all traffic 
through the Golden Golden Gate, and so forth.2 Tonnages 
of cotton listed for them comprise only oceanborne re-

.. Dr. Miller is San Diego County Planning Directcn emeritus. His 
Ph.D.  is from the University of Chicago, and his research interests in
clude economic geography and regionalism. 
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ceipts or shipments. Tons are short tons of 2,000 pounds. 
The term "Domestic" includes coastwise and intercoastal 
trade, as well as movements between mainland ports and 
Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. 

National Totals 

In 1930, 2,145,000 tons of cotton were handled at United 
States seaports (Table 1 ); and in 1980 the total was 2,019,000 
tons (Table 2). Between 1930 and 1980, the tonnage of 
oceanborne commerce at our seaports increased more 
than three and one-half times, from 300,238,000 tons3 to 
1 ,190,000,000 tons.4 Our maritime cotton trade about held 
its own, but clearly it did not keep pace with the large gain 
in total port activity. 

Table 1: RAW COTTON TRAFFIC AT 

UNITED STATES SEAPORTs-1930 

(thousands of short tons) 

Name Percent Grand Total Foreign Domestic 
of Port of Total Total In Out In Out In Out 

Houston 42.8 916 2 914 863 2 51 
New Orleans 13.3 286 286 258 28 
New York 6.5 139 113 26 29 19 84 7 
Corpus Christi 6.2 133 133 122 1 1 
Savannah 5.7 122 122 1 1 1  11 
Mobile 4 .3 92 1 91 74 1 17 
Los Angeles 3.7 81 2 79 1 59 1 20 
Providence 3.1 67 67 67 
Charleston 2.3 49 7 42 2 40 5 2 
Boston 2 .3 49 43 6 28 2 15 4 
Norfolk 2 .0 44 6 38 23 6 15 
Top eleven 92.2 1 ,978 241 1,737 60 1,571 181 166 
All others 7.8 167 57 1 10 1 39 56 71 
U.S. TOTALS 100.0 2,145 298 1,847 61 1 ,610 237 237 

SoURCE: Chief of Engineers, United States Army. Waterborne Commerce of the 
United States Calender Year 1 930, Part 2 (Washington, D.C.:  Government 

Printing Office, 1931). 



Name 

of Port 
Los Angeles 
J-Iouston 
San Francisco 
New Orleans 

UNITED STATES MARITIME COTTON 

Table 2: RAW COlTON TRAFFIC AT 

UNITED STATES SEAPORTS-1980 

(thousands of short tons) 

Percent Grand Total Foreign 
of Total Total In Out In Out 

39.6 800 800 800 
29.3 592 592 592 
20.1 406 406 406 

3.0 60 60 57 
Corpus Christi 2 .1  42 42 42 
Gulfport 1 .3 27 27 27 
Mobile 1 .1 23 23 23 
Brownsville 1 . 1  22 22 22 
Charleston 0.8 16 16 16 
Seattle 0.8 16 16 16 
San Juan 0.2 4 4 
Top eleven 99.4 2,008 4 2,004 2,001 
All others 0.6 1 1  1 1  1 0  
U.S. TOTALS 100.0 2,019 4 2,015 2,01 1 

1 19 

Domestic 
In Out 

3 

4 
4 3 

1 
4 4 

SOURCE: Corps of Engineers, United States Department of the Army. Waterborne 
Commerce of the United States Calender Year 1980, Parts 1-5 (Washington, 

D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1982). 

This "no growth" situation chiefly resulted from mas
sive, world-wide acceptance of competitive new synthetic 
fibers. Cotton still is favored for many textile products, 
and it is widely used for polyester-cotton blends.s Ac
cordingly, there is substantial, continuing demand for raw 
cotton both at home and abroad. 

Although there were year to year fluctuations, our 
average cotton crop also remained fairly constant during 
the period 1930-1980.6 However, the relative importance 
of growing areas changed significantly. Four major cotton 
producing regions are recognized by the industry and the 
United States Department of Agriculture. These and their 
core areas are: Western-southern California and south
western Arizona; Southwestern-northern Texas, adja-
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cent southwestern Oklahoma, and the southwest Texas 
coast; Delta-both sides of the Mississippi River between 
northern Louisiana and its junction with the Ohio; and 
Southeastern-an arc from Alabama into North Carolina 
(Figure 1) .  

In 1930, percentages of national cotton production by 
region were: Western, 4; Southwestern, 35; Delta, 26; and 
Southeastern, 35.7 By 1980, they had changed to: Western, 
42; Southwestern, 32; Delta, 22; and Southeastern, 4.8 In 
the Western Region, high-strength, medium-staple cotton 
is grown in comparatively small, scattered, irrigated val
leys where production per acre is twice the national aver
age.9 Texas and Oklahoma cotton is a short-staple variety 
not used much by United States mills, but Asian demand 
for it is strong.lO 

Substantial reduction of cotton acreage in the tradi
tional Cotton Belt has been demonstrated graphically by 
Hart,l l and Prunty and Aiken called attention to what they 
properly called the demise of cotton production in the 
Piedmont. 1 2  This decline was attributed to a variety of 
things, including small government acreage allocations, 
failure to shift to mechanized production, failure of local 
gins to provide up-dated service, and competition from 
raising chickens, beef cattle, and timber. Another reason is 
that soy beans, also an annual crop, sometimes net a 
greater per-acre profit than cotton.13 

By 1980, the hinterlands of South Atlantic ports no 
longer produced significant quantities of cotton, and the 
amount grown near Gulf ports was less than in 1930. Only 
California ports had a very large increase in the volume of 
cotton grown in their immediate tr.ade regions. 

Foreign Trade 

Shipment to foreign countnes long has accounted for 
most of our maritime cotton trade. In 1930, exports were 
1,610,000 tons, or 75 percent of the total; and in 1980, theY 
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were 2,011 ,000 tons, or 99.6 percent of the total (Tables 
1 and 2) . The United States ranked third among world 
cotton growing nations in 1980, following the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics and China.14 However, in that 
year we exported more than twice as much as our nearest 
competitor, the U.S.S.R.15 The United States, therefore, is 
the primary supplier of raw cotton to world markets. 
Exports accomi.ted for 47 percent of our cotton crop in 
1930,16 and 54 percent in 1980.17 

Since 1 930, there has been an almost unbelievable 
change in the destination of our cotton exports. In that 
year, shipments to Europe \\··.?re 78 percent of the total; and 
shipments to Asia were 15 percent.18 In 1980, 85 percent 
went to Asia; and only 13  percent went to Europe.19 Rea
sons for this include successful competi tion from the 
U.S.S.R. and Pakistan in the European market,20 and the 
huge demand for raw cotton by relatively new mills in 
east and southeast Asia.21 It is interesting to note that 
much of the finished product made there from our cotton 
is sold back to us. This is a shocking example of the new 
United States trade pattern of exporting food and raw 
materials, and importing manufactured goods. 

In 1930, our cotton imports were a modest 61 ,000 tons 
and in 1980, they were insignificant (Tables 1 and 2). SmaL 
cotton import is not surprising for a country which pro
duces far more than it  consumes . The 1930 import pre
sumably was relatively long-staple cotton, a type that was 
not then grown within the United States in sufficient 
quantity to meet domestic demand. By 1980, however, an 
ample supply of such cotton was being grown in the 
Western Region. 

Domestic Trade 

Chief of Engineers 1930 statistics for total domestic ra� 
cotton movements at United States ports cannot be use 
as published because they include an unspecified ton�a�� 
of non-qualifying "local, internal and intraoort" traffiC· 
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published port by port statistics for oceanborne domestic 
movements of raw cotton, therefore, must be consolidated 

into national totals. However, Fall River is shown as hav
ing 19,830 tons of "cotton goods" but no raw cotton in
bound coastwise; and Providence is reported as having 
83,431 tons of "miscellaneous textiles" but no raw cot
ton inbound coastwise.23 Almost certainly these inbound 
movements were nearly all raw cotton going to nearby 
mills .  

Obviously, inbound domestic tonnage must equal out
bound domestic tonnage. The calculated port by port do
mestic raw cotton inbound total is 16,065 tons more than 
the calculated port by port outbound total if all question
able tonnage at Fall River and Providence is considered as 
raw cotton. A balance here is achieved by assuming that 
this difference actually represented "miscellaneous tex
tiles" at Providence, and by reducing that port's 1930 in
bound total of raw cotton from 83,431 tons to 67,366 tons 
(Table 1) .  

Mills in New England and the Southeast long have 
accounted for nearly all of our domestic consumption of 
cotton.24 Until 1890, New England used more than half of 
this total. Thereafter, concurrent closure of New England 
mills and establishment of new mills in the Southeast 
reversed this ratio to Southeast 60 percent in 1920, 81 
percent in 1930, and 99.6 percent in 1979.25 By 1930, the 
demand for cotton in New England had been seriously 
eroded, but it still was important. 

Many ships then provided frequent coastwise and 
intercoastal cargo service between American seaports. Do
mestic transportation by sea was costwise and timewise 
feasible for goods being shipped relatively long distances. 
Included were 237,000 tons of cotton sent from producing 
areas in the South and the Pacific Southwest to the 
Atlantic Northeast, primarily New England (Table 1 ) . 
New York then was and still is the major port for this 
important region. 
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Domestic general cargo service between our mainland 
ports disappeared after World War II never to return. The 
end of this once prospering coastal shipping business had 
many causes, including labor and ship building costs, 
strikes, the price of fuel oil, Panama Canal tolls, and over
whelming competition from improved rail service and 
from modern trucks operating on a network of super
highways. No domestic cotton now moves to mainland 
markets by ship. In 1980, the only domestic movement 
was 4,000 tons from New Or leans and Lake Charles to San 
Juan (Table 2). 

Handling and Shipping 

Major changes in cotton handling and shipping re
sulted in significantly different facilities and procedures. 
One is compression. In 1930, most cotton moving to 
market by ship arrived at its port of embarkation from 
local gins as low-density bales that were bulky and con
sidered a fire hazard. Cotton shipping ports, therefore, had 
powerful steam compresses that squeezed them to about 
half their former size.26 By 1980, local gins were turning 
out bales of a medium Universal or Standard density 
acceptable by steamship company members of the Pacific 
Westbound Conference for shipment to the Far East.27 

Accordingly, the high-density bale had been discontinued; 
and the compresses that produced them had been dis
mantled. 

Another change is the container in which most gen
eral cargo being shipped overseas now is packed. A con
tainer is a huge steel box eight feet high, eight feet wide, 
and twenty or forty feet long. A forty-foot container can 
hold eighty bales of cotton.28 Because containers usually 
are not available at inland points such as cotton gins, most 
cotton for export is sent to the servicing port as individual 
bales.29 

Export cotton now usually moves via one of the neW 
"land bridge" systems that integrate overland and over-
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seas shipping under a single intermodal bill of lading is
sued by steamship companies.30 The chief ones are the 
"micro-bridge" or "motor bridge" whereby cotton bales are 
loaded into boxcars or trucks at gins, delivered to a port 
and transloaded on a ship, usually after being "stuffed" 
into a container.31 

These bridges provide faster and cheaper transporta
tion for Southwestern Region cotton that is going to Asia 
through California than if it went from Gulf ports by way 
of the Panama Canal.32 California ports, therefore, benefit 
at the expense of Gulf ports. Considering its relative close
ness to the Southwestern Region, one would expect Los 
Angeles to enjoy a land transportation rate advantage on 
its cotton exports to Asia. Such is not the case, however, 
because these rates have been "equalized" and so do not 
vary with distance.33 

Cotton traditionally was sent to seaports by rail, but 
motor carriers are becoming the prevailing mode.34 This 
trend is very evident in the shipment of Western Region 
cotton to California ports, where trucks move 99 percent 
of the total.35 Most cotton carried by rail now is in big, fifty
foot boxcars holding 180 bales; but there is experimenta
tion with a "Hi-Cube" car able to carry 250 bales.36 Truck 
rates run about 16 percent higher than rai� rates, but they 
provide faster delivery and door-to-door service.37 

Ports handling containers must have large adjacent 
paved storage areas, huge container cranes, and forty-five 
feet of water at dockside to accommodate the big new con
tainer ships. They also need efficient facilities for the in
termodal transfer of containers-shifting them between 
ships and railroad cars or motor trucks. Some cotton, 
primarily that going to foreign ports not equipped to han
dle containers, still is shipped as break-bulk general cargo. 

Ports and Coastal Segments 

Our eleven leading cotton seaports in 1930 and 1980 are 
listed in order of tonnage handled in Tables 1 and 2, and 
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are graphically compared in Figure 2. In both years they 
accounted for virtually all of the nation's maritime trade 
in that commodity. In 1930, Houston with 43 percent of 
the total was by far the leader. Next was New Orleans with 
1 3  percent, followed by nine lesser ports each of which 
registered more than 40,000 tons. Only at New York, Prov
idence, and Boston were receipts, mostly domestic, larger 
than shipments. The top three ports handled nearly two
thirds of the total tonnage. 

By 1980, Los Angeles has assumed first place with 40 
percent of the total; Houston slipped to second place with 
29 percent; and San Francisco rose to third with 20 percent 
(Table 2). Only two other ports had a cotton movement in 
excess of 40,000 tons; and Boston, Providence, New York, 
Norfolk, and Savannah no longer were among the top 
eleven. No ranking port had more inbound than out
bound cotton, and the three leaders accounted for 89 
percent of the total tonnage. Each leader had large cotton 
production in its hinterland, and was equipped to handle 
export cotton expeditiously, either in containers or as 
break-bulk cargo. 

The relative importance of our three coastal segments 
also changed dramatically. In 1930, their percentages of 
our total maritime trade in cotton were: Gulf, 75; Atlantic, 
21; and Pacific, 4.38 By 1980, they were: Pacific, 61; Gulf, 38; 
and Atlantic, 1 .39 These changes in the relative importance 
of our ports and coastal segments resulted from changes 
in cotton production, marketing, and transportation dis
cussed earlier. 

New Orleans-Baton rouge to the sea-is a seeming 
anomaly. The Delta Region with its large cotton produc
tion is most conveniently accessible to New Orleans, but it 
handled only 13 percent of our oceanborne cotton trade in 
1930 and but 3 percent in 1980 (Tables 1 and 2). In both 
years, Houston was by far the leading cotton port on the 
Gulf of Mexico. The explanation is that normally little 
Delta cotton is now shipped by sea, because the chief 
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market for it is comprised of mills in the nearby South
east, to which it moves overland.40 

Future Prospects 

There is no reason to expect important changes in the 
1 980 pattern of American maritime cotton trade within 
the predictable future. Cotton well may maintain its re
cent production levels, and major producing regions 
should remain about the same. Current methods of 
handling and shipping cotton appear to meet present and 
prospective needs of the industry. 

Large export, especially to Asia, should continue; but 
a renaissance of the coastal movement of cotton is highly 
unlikely. Los Angeles should keep and probably enhance 
its position as our number one cotton port, with Houston 
and San Francisco continuing to compete for second place. 
Corps of Engineers statistics. for 1982 show Los Angeles 
with 50 percent, San Francisco with 25 percent and Hous
ton with 20 percent. All other ports can be expected to 
remain relatively unimportant. 
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Opportunity: Geographic Education in California." For the 
benefit of those who were unable to be present at Pierce, 
the complete text of Dr. McKnight's address follows: 

Banquet Address 

THE BURGEONING OPPORTUNITY: 
GEOGRAPHIC EDUCATION 

IN CALIFORNIA 

Tom L. McKnight 

It is with an enormous feeling of ambivalence that I 
stand before you to talk about geographic education in 
California. Just a few short months ago I was a traditional 
ivory tower academic. My principal professional role in 
life was to reveal great truths in my classroom, with little 
concern for either the origin or the destination of the 
lucky students who were there to hear them. Oh, I was all 
for the idea of geographic education. Who isn' t? It is a 
concept that ranks right up there with research on AIDS 
and hatred for the Ayatollah Khomeini as a desidera tum 
for all sane Americans. 

Then I fell under the mesmerismic spell of Kit Salter, 
and was seduced into participation in the California Geo
graphic Alliance. Before I knew it, Kit had moved on to 
greater things, in response to an offer that he couldn't 
refuse from the National Geographic SoCiety in Washing
ton; and somehow I was lumbered with the co-coordina
torship of the Alliance. As I was totally innocent of any 
real knowledge about geographic education, my plan was 
to be a figurehead with a high profile and a low work load. 
However, a funny thing happened on the way to figure
headship; I really became interested in the functioning of 
the Alliance. Consequently, for the past year I have been 
paying attention-and I have even learned a littlP bit. 
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Like m;:iny a convert, I am now a fervent believer; and 
I am more than willing to share my revelatory experience 
with anyone who will listen. Consequently, when John 
Carthew invited me to talk about these matters with you, I 
jumped at the chance. John's invitation stated, "Because 
you are well known for your work on geographic educa
tion . . .  " I giggled a lot a that, because I am a new chum at 
this game, and my expertise is virtually nonexistent. 
Nevertheless, if you will accept me for what I am-a 
geographer who is interested in geographic education and 
is trying to learn what it is all about-! can at least expli
cate the contemporary geographic education scene iin Cali
fornia from one man's viewpoint. I make no claim that 
this is the comprehensive picture, but it is as complete as I 
know it to be. 

There is, of course, a long history of efforts at geo
graphic education in the Golden State; but I don' t know 
anything about that. Some day I will try to learn about it; 
but right now it is all I can do to try to keep up with the 
contemporary scene; and the scene for geographic educa
tion has been pretty bleak. To paraphrase Dennis Spetz's 
infamous simile, "Practicing geographic education is like 
passing water in a dark suit; it gives you a warm feeling, 
but nobody notices." Or at least that was the situation un
til a couple of years ago. Geography in the pre-collegiate 
school system, with limited exceptions, was relegated to a 
few social studies classes taught by people with no geo
graphic training. The word "geography" was rarely used, 
and geographic concepts were as scarce as UCLA fans at 
the Los Angeles Coliseum. 

Now things are brightening considerably, and that is 
what makes this such an exciting time to be a geographer 
in California. "Geographic ignorance" has sudden1y be
come a buzzword in the media. Our discipline is now 
attracting a lot of attention. Educational curricula in Cali
fornia, and elsewhere, are being revised to incorporate 
geography. And the National Geographic Society is mak-
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ing an unprecedented commitment, in terms of prestige 
and resources, to enhance geographic education nation
wide. 

But I am getting ahead of myself. Let me start at the 
beginning of the story, as I know it (and I remind you that 
my horizon is a limited one) . About a decade ago, I be
carne chair of the UCLA Geography Department, and 
embarked on a minor campaign to bring together the 
geographers of metropolitan Los Angeles in an effort to 
strengthen our discipline locally and to see how we could 
help each other toward our mutual goals. Geography de
partments in the four-year schools were not very inter
ested, but community college geographers responded with 
verve and enthusiasm. As a result, we launched a two
pronged program that consisted, each year, of several re
tooling seminars for geographers and a couple of ''What is 
Geography and what can you do with it" programs for 
non-geographers (administrators, counsellors, department 
heads, and students). This turned out to be a very success
ful program, prospering from the outset right up to 1987, 
when it was merged with the California Geographic Al
liance. 

Less than four years ago the California Geographic Al
liance was invented. It was conceived by a potpourri of 
Southern California geographers behind the inspirational 
leadership of Kit Salter. The name "Alliance" was actually 
suggested by Mike Matherly of Grossrnont College. The 
basic purpose of the Alliance was to foster pre-collegiate 
geographic education, but the concern was later widened 
to include all levels of instruction, from kindergarten 
through university. The Alliance sponsors an active 
smorgasbord of activities-meetings, workshops, inser
vice training, institutes, field trips, and conferences. Its 
task has been facilitated by infrastructural and financi�l 
support form two sources-UCLA's Center for Academtc 
Interinstitutional Programs with its visionary head, Dean 
Juan Lara, and the National Geographic Society. 
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The California Geographic Alliance is so successful 
that it was used as a model for the development of analo
gous alliances in other states. New alliances have been 
forming at the rate of seven each year; thus twenty-two 
are now in existence. It is likely that almost every state 
will have an alliance within the next half decade. To be
come an "official" alliance, the organization must be ap
proved by the National Geographic Society, which is very 
important in practical terms because NGS will underwrite 
the budget of an official alliance for at least the first three 
years of its existence. 

I might note that in California there are two official al
liances: the California Geographic Alliance based at UCLA 
and the Northern California Geographic Alliance with 
dual bases at San Francisco State and Cal State Chico. 

The alliances, then, provide a focal point for activities 
that enhance geographic education. There are, and have 
been, other mechanisms for this, but never before has 
there been anything as definitive and purposeful and ef
fective. 

Meanwhile, Kit Salter has taken leave from UCLA to 
serve as Coordinator of Alliances for the National Geo
graphic Society. Thus he is in a position to guide and 
catalyze NGS efforts. It is important to realize that the 
National Geographic Society, at the highest level, has 
made an open-ended commitment to enhancing geo
graphic education, primarily, but not exclusively, through 
the alliances. This is something they have never done 
before. Earlier this year they established an Educational 
Foundation with start-up money of 20 million dollars, 
and a pledge of as much as 40 million more on a match
ing-fund basis that could put 100 million dollars in the 
Foundation's coffers by next year. Even 20 million dollars 
in the kitty means that there is $1 .3 million in cash to be 
dispensed annually to enhance geographic education. 

The other channel of positive development for geo
graphic education in California has been in the field of 
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curricular revision. There are two prominent kinds of 
curricular documents produced at the state level that are 
particularly influential: 

1 .  Statewide plans are referred to as E ducational 
Frameworks for California Public Schools .  These 
Frameworks contain the philosophical rationale for 
the current educational thrust, and serve as a guide 
to school districts, teachers, and textbook selection 
committees. New Frameworks are produced with 
some frequency, being drafted by a series of com
mittees whose members represent school teachers, 
professional organizations, university personnel, 
and the general public. 

2. Model curriculum standards (called MCS's by those 
in the know) are content-oriented documents de
veloped by professional consensus concerning the 
content that every student should be exposed to at 
various grade levels. Although the MCS' s are de
signed to be a "model not a mandate," they have 
considerable influence on the district decisions 
concerning curricula and textbooks. This influence 
is particularly strong because of the California As
sessment Program tests (known as CAP tes ts), 
which every California student must take from 
time to time during her schooling. Future CAP tests 
will reflect the infusion of geographic content; so 
geography will have to be dealt with by every 
school district in the state. 

For our tale of the rising fortunes of geography in Cali
fornia education, we need only to look at current and 
developing Frameworks and MCS's, which have been 
devised in response to an omnibus educational reform 
bill enacted by the California Legislature in 1983. 

The current Framework and MCS' s for high school 
(grades 9-12) are in place, and they explicate the role of 

geography in no uncertain terms. Strongly embedded are 

such sta tements as "Instruction in History should be sup-
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ported with instruction in Geography so that students un
derstand where and why events of the past took place, and 
so that the critical role of the environment, location, re
sources, and demography may be better understood" and 
"History, placed in its geographic setting, establishes hu
man activities in time and place. History and geography 
are the great integrative studies of the field." Three social 
studies courses are required in grades 9-12, and two of 
them have substantial geographic content: United States 
History and Geography, and World History, Culture, and 
Geography. 

At pre-secondary levels (grades K-8) the Framework is 
in place and MCS's have been formulated and are now 
under consideration by · the relevant committees and ap
proval bodies. It seems clear that geography will be a 
prominent handmaiden of history at these levels as well. 
Several regional resource centers were either established 
or planned for the implementation of the new curricula 
and for inservice training for teachers who had to adopt 
the curricula. These included six Curriculum Imp
lementation Centers (CIC's) and fifteen Teacher Educa
tion and Computer Centers (TECC's). Most important for 
geography was the CIC at Bakersfield, which had prime 
responsibility for implementing the history I geography I 
social science components. Regrettably, all of these re
gional centers have been wiped out by the Governor, as he 
denied funding for all inservice training and resource 
centers . 

At the risk of blinding you with detail, let me point out 
that there are at least four other kinds of programs and 
activities that impact upon, or should impact upon, geo
graphic education in California: 

1 .  The state has funded six centers, out of an original 
eighteen that were planned, in the California Inter
national Studies Programs (CISP). These are all con
cerned with developing a better understanding of 
international or global issues. The most prestigious 
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of these six, by far, is the one at Stanford called 
SPICE, which is best known for its voluminous 
publications. Only one of these CISP centers has a 
geographer on it staff, but a geographer has recently 
been added to their Advisory Committee, and geog
raphers are increasingly being consulted by CISP 
centers. Moreover, the legislature has just author
ized the establishment of three more CISP centers 
in 1988-1989. 

2. There are relatively numerous area studies pro
grams at colleges and universities around the state 
that are federally funded under Title IV. The fund
ing packet requires that each of these programs 
carry on outreach with K-12  involvement, in the 
form of workshops, resources, and the like. Geog
raphers have participated in these programs spo
radically in the past. 

3. There are two statewide organizations of note. The 
California Geographical Society (CGS) is one wit� 
which everyone in this room is familiar. The Cah
fornia Council for the Social Studies (CCSS) is a 
prospering organization that fosters all the social 
sciences, particularly at K-12  levels. Geographers, 
mostly Alliance-related, are increasingly visible and 
influential in cess. 

4. Every K-12 school district in the state carries on i�
service training for its teachers . Such training 1� 
geography is becoming more frequent. Financing 15 
limited, and the logistics are usually handled in onj 
of three ways: outside specialists performing out 0 
the goodness of their hearts without charge; or o.

ut· 

side specialists funded by the Alliance; or ins�de 

specialists (that is, teachers from within the distr�c�� 
making presentations. Most of these inside spec1a 

ists are Alliance members. 
To summarize the situation, I see four major points: 

(1) There is not as yet a groundswell of enthusiasm to 
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establish discrete geography courses in the schools. The 

trend is to infuse geographic content into other courses, 

primarily history and social studies. Some discrete geog

raphy courses are taught here and there over the state, but 
they are few in number and usually optional in choice. 
We now have increasing opportunities to strengthen the 
geography component of courses in other disciplines or 
in interdisciplinary courses. Because of the CAP tests, our . 
hand is particularly strengthened; geographers are mem
bers of the committees writing questions for the new CAP 
tests; so all across the state schools will have to make 
provision for their students to be able to answer such 
questions. 

(2) The geography that is called for is social science
oriented, which means that it is largely human geography. 
Physical geography and biogeography are only incidentally 
included. Interestingly enough, several thousand dollars 
were allotted from the Environmental License Plate funds 
two years ago for a geographic publication that consisted 
almost entirely of human geography. 

(3) Now that the CIC's and TECC's are no longer in ex
is tence, the role of California's two geographic alliances 
becomes even more important. There is no clear way for 
the state to disseminate either geographic content or 
teacher training without the CICs and TECCs; so the sub
stantive and methodological contributions that the alli
ances can make is enormous. In other words, there is a 
natural niche that is vacant for them to fill. 

(4) Now is the time for individual geographers to be
come involved. We are faced with a unique opportunity. 
On the one hand the depth of American geographic igno
rance has become widely recognized by the public, and on 
the other hand there is a great flurry of interest to alle
viate the situation. All of us have lamented the lack of 
geography in pre-collegiate curricula; now something is 
being done about it. We can all contribute to that effort by 
helping the lonely geography or history or social studies 
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teacher with our own expertise and knowledge. So I urge 
you to work with the Alliances, join committees, offer 
your talents. The time is ripe! 

But to bring a sense of focus to this bit of cheerleading, 
I propose that we mark May 7, 1988, as the beginning of a 
crusade-a crusade to bring geography into i ts rightful 
position as the keystone for a liberal arts education at all 
levels in California. 

Let me state immediately that it is more than slightly 
impertinent to act as if this is truly a beginning, because 
geographic education in the Golden State has had some 
marvelous practitioners and crusaders for a long time. 
One only has to recall the pioneering efforts of Ruth 
Baugh, Myrta McClellan, George McBride, Art Carthew, 
and Bob Glendinning. One needs only think of the in
defatigable Dick Logan, whose lectures and field trips are 
the stuff of legend, but whose most lasting claim to fame 
in geographic education lies with his contribution toward 
remodelling the entire curriculum in Santa Monica. Of 
more recent vintage, the accomplishments of Jim Parsons, 
Dave Lantis, Bob Richardson, the innovative field excur
sions of Emmett Hayes, Muncel Chang, Susan Hardwick, 
the incredibly supportive Dean Juan Francisco Lara, Leigh 
Hamp, Mike Matherly and Wayne Harmon and the re
markable geography syndrome in San Diego's Grossmont 
District, Gail Hobbs, John Brierley, Joan Clemons, Bruce 
Bechtol, Steve Slakey, Donald Holtgrieve, Jim Switzer, 
Nancy Wilkinson, Dick and Dottie Fuchs, and our leading 
latter-day guru, Kit Salter. I apologize for the host of 
names left off this saintly list; some I forgot, some I over
looked, some I don't know about. But the bottom line, to 
paraphrase George Peterson, is that there is no limit to 
what we can accomplish if we don' t have to receive the 
credit for it. 

Thus I invite you on this crusade. Join with me and 
with the California Geographic Alliance and with tr�e 
believers everywhere to bring our discipline to its place 1n 
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the sun. We may not have to wait until the distant future 

to see discrete geography courses introduced into our 

chools. Are you aware that the University of California is 
!ctually considering the possibility of requiring geography 

as an entrance requirement? In their May 19 meeting, less 

than two weeks from now, the Board of Regents may 
actually have this as an agenda item! I don't want to raise 
your hopes too much, because even if the regents should 
consider the matter, and even if they should come to a 
positive conclusion, the proposition still would have to be 
discussed at great length by relevant faculty committees; 
no decision would be forthcoming for a couple of years.1 

But consider the implications. The U.C. Regents actu
ally bringing up the possibility of a geography entrance 
requirement! The very thought boggles the mind. Imag
ine the domino effect if such were actually to become 
reality-educational institutions at all levels right across 
the state, and indeed right across the nation, would scram
ble to join the parade. 

Meanwhile, the prestige of our discipline is headed 
skyward. Let me call your attention to the forty-six-page 
handout titled, "Statement on Competencies and Prepara
tion in Social Sciences and History." This is a near-to-final 
draft of a report produced by an intersegmental committee 
(that is, one representing U.C., C.S.U., community col
leges, and high schools) charged with specifying the min
imum knowledge in social science disciplines that a 
beginning California college or university student should 
possess. History is given pride of place in this report, re
flecting its dominance in the state Framework. However, 
geography is listed second, followed by the other social 
sciences in alphabetical order. This report will almost 
surely be accepted in its entirety by the Intersegmental 
Committee of the Academic Senates at its meeting this 
month.2 

I tell you, ladies and gentlemen, geographic education 
in California is an idea whose time had finally come. Join 
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in the crusade. Be prepared to respond when you see a 
need, or when you are called upon, or when you have an 
idea or a strategy to suggest. This is an exciting time to be a 
geographer. How lucky we are to be alive, and profes
sionally active, when such an opportunity is available! 

UPDATE 

1 .  At their May 19, 1988, meeting, the Board of Regents author
ized the first comprehensive review of entrance requirements that had 
been made in half a century. Geography is one of several disciplines 
that is mentioned in the charge to the committee that is initiating the 
review. 

2. The report was accepted in its entirety by the Intersegmental 
Committee. 

V ALUABLE 

A CRONYM 

L 1ST for VALUE 
U NDERST ANDING 

E DUCA TIONESE 

AAG - Association of American Geographers 
CAIP - UCLA Center for Academic Interinstitutional 

Programs 
CAP - California Assessment Program 

CCSS - California Council for the Social Studies 
CGA - California Geographic Alliance 
CGS - California Geographical Society 
OC - Curriculum Implementation Center 

CISP - California International Studies Program 
K-12 - Kindergarten through twelfth grade; all pre

collegiate levels 
MCS - Model Curriculum Standards 

NCGA - Northern California Geographic Alliance 
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cultural Education 
Teacher Education and Computer Centers 
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INTRODUCfiON 

In the hope of making past issues of The California Geographer as 
useful as possible to readers, we are pleased to present this INDEX up
date for Volumes XVIII thru XXVIII. 

Over the past decade The California Geographer has continued to 
present a wide array of scholarly articles and information related to 
geographic education. As might be anticipated for a regional journal, a 
major portion of the work published since 1978 consists of items which 
either focus on California itself or reflect the widely varied research 
interests of California geographers. By no means all scholars and 
researchers with California-oriented interests are residents of the 
Golden State, however; and, accordingly, a very respectable proportion 
of the articles which have appeared in the journal represent the work 
of scholars who live in other states, or even other countries. 

In preparing this update, we have followed the general pattern of 
The California Geographer Cumulative Index for Volumes I thru XVII, 
which was compiled by Donald Holtgrieve and Richard Peetz. Thus, 
SECTION ONE, the AUTHOR INDEX, lists contributors of articles as well 
as book reviews. SECTION TWO, the REGIONAL INDEX, and SECTION 
THREE, the TOPICAL INDEX, list contributors of articles only. Here, as 
was the case in the earlier Cumulative Index, the regional and topical 
listings are included primarily as a convenience, and neither listing is 
necessarily comprehensive. 

DONALD R. FLOYD, Editor 
JIM SWITZER, Compiler 
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